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1. INTRODUCTION
Monk & Associates, Inc. (M&A) has prepared this biological resources analysis for the proposed
401 Taylor Boulevard Project site (herein referred to as the project site) located in Pleasant Hill,
California (Figures 1 and 2). The purpose of our analysis is to provide a description of existing
biological resources on the project site and to identify potentially significant impacts that could
occur to sensitive biological resources from the construction of a proposed residential
development.
Biological resources include common plant and animal species, and special-status plants and
animals as designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), and other resource
organizations including the California Native Plant Society (CNPS). Biological resources also
include waters of the United States and State, as regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(Corps), California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), and CDFW. It is
important to note that our analysis includes an assessment of the potential for impacts to
regulated waters but does not provide the level of detail required for a formal delineation of
“waters of the U.S.” suitable for submittal to the Corps, the regulatory agency that defines waters
of the U.S.
This biological resources analysis also provides mitigation measures for “potentially significant”
and “significant” impacts that could occur to biological resources. Whenever possible, upon
implementation, the prescribed mitigation measures would reduce impacts to levels considered less
than significant pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub. Resources
Code §§ 21000 et seq.; 14 Cal. Code Regs §§ 15000 et seq). Accordingly, this report is suitable
for review and inclusion in any review being conducted by the City of Pleasant Hill for the
proposed project pursuant to the CEQA.
2. PROPERTY LOCATION AND SETTING
The project site is located northwest of downtown Pleasant Hill, on Taylor Boulevard,
approximately one mile west of Interstate 680. The project site is bordered to the west by the
multi-use Contra Costa Canal Trail along the eastern bank of the canal, to the north by Taylor
Boulevard, to the east by Lucille Lane, and to the south by low-density residential development.
The overall parcel is approximately 4.9 acres and currently supports the Northern California
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists headquarters and bookstore, with associated parking and
landscaping. Figures 2 and 3 provide aerial photographs of the project site and illustrate the land
use surrounding the project site.
3. PROPOSED PROJECT
The proposed project consists of 46 residential townhouse units on the 4.9-acre parcel located at
401 Taylor Boulevard, at the southwest corner of the intersection at Taylor Boulevard and
Lucille Lane. The site is comprised of two legal parcels: Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APN) 153050-057-6 and 153-050-058-4. The site is currently developed with a 37,000 square foot twostory building, surface parking facility, and landscape. The building is occupied by Northern
California Conference of Seventh Day Adventists as their Northern California headquarters and
1
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bookstore. The existing building was built in 1972 and is functionally obsolete. Surrounding uses
are single-family homes and office buildings. To the north, across Taylor Boulevard, is an
oncology center. To the east, across Lucille Lane, is a multi-tenant office building. South of the
project is single-family residential housing development that is zoned R-7 – High Density
District. To the west, across the Contra Costa Canal open space corridor, is a PUD Planned Unit
District which is currently being developed with 18 detached single-family homes to include
approximately 2.5 acres of natural hillside open space. Access to the site will be from Lucille
Lane.
The 46 units will be developed as duet townhomes with a mix of 2- and 3-stories, each with an
attached two-car garage. In addition, 24 guest parking spaces will be interspersed across the site.
The proposed project has floor plans ranging in size from approximately 2,150 square feet to
2,900 square feet. In accordance with Section 18.20.060 of the Zoning Ordinance, the applicant
is proposing to provide 16 accessory dwelling units (or 34 percent of the total 46 units) in order
to comply with one of the City’s Inclusionary Housing requirements.
The project site is currently zoned Professional & Administrative Office (PAO) with a General
Plan designation of Office. The applicant proposes to modify the site’s existing Office General
Plan designation to Multi-Family Low Density through a General Plan Amendment. A Rezoning
Request is also expected to change the current PAO Professional & Administrative Office zoning
district to a PUD Planned Unit District. The applicant will also submit a Development Plan
Permit, Architectural Review Permit, and a Major Subdivision Application. The 46 residential
townhomes would result in a density of 11.2 dwelling units per net acre. Therefore, the proposed
density of 11.2 dwelling units per net acre (9.5 units/gross acre) would be consistent with the 711.9 units per net acre density range specified by the Multi-Family Very Low Density General
Plan designation. Open space is provided through a combination of centralized common open
space and a 50-foot scenic buffer along Taylor Boulevard. Private and common open space
currently total approximately 115,725 square feet, or 2,516 square feet per unit. This accounts for
53.62 percent of the site.
The applicant is proposing to establish a Homeowners Association to maintain the building
exteriors and applicable amenities such as landscaping, roads, sidewalks, mailboxes, street lights,
and open space.
4. ANALYSIS METHODS
Prior to preparing this biological resource analysis report, M&A researched the most recent
version of the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants
and the CDFW’s Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) (RareFind 5 application), the application
(CNDDB 2019) for historic and recent records of special-status plant and animal species (that is,
threatened, endangered, rare) known to occur in the region of the project site. A nine U.S.
Geologic Survey (USGS) topographic quadrangle database query was performed to assess all
special-status species known to occur within the region. These special-status species records
were compiled and analyzed in tables (Tables 3 and 4). M&A examined all known record
locations for special-status species to determine if special-status species could occur on the
project site or within an area of affect.
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M&A biologists, Ms. Hope Kingma and Mr. Jesse Reebs, conducted a general survey of the
project site on May 14, 2019 to record biological resources and to assess the likelihood of
resource agency regulated areas on the project site. At the time of the survey (0800-1100 hours),
the temperature reached 62 degrees Fahrenheit, the sky was mostly cloudy, and wind ranged
from 0 to 5 miles-per-hour. The survey involved searching all habitats on the site and recording
all plant and wildlife species observed. M&A cross-referenced the habitats found on the project
site against the habitat requirements of local or regionally known special-status species to
determine if the proposed project could directly or indirectly impact such species.
M&A’s site evaluation included a cursory examination of the site to determine if there could be
potential areas within the project site that would be regulated as waters of the United States
and/or State (the level of analyses was not sufficient for a preliminary wetlands investigation
report suitable for submittal to the Corps). The results of our literature research and field
reconnaissance are provided in the sections below.
5. RESULTS OF RESEARCH AND PROJECT SITE ANALYSES
5.1 Topography and Hydrology
The project site is relatively flat and already developed. The majority of the project site consists
of asphalt parking lots, landscaped areas, and existing developed surfaces. Water flows across
the project site from west to east, percolating into the existing lawns surrounding the building, as
well as flowing through the northern and southern parking lots eastward to a storm drain along
Lucille Lane. The drain inlet conveys water to the City of Pleasant Hill stormdrain system.
5.2 Plant Communities and Associated Wildlife Habitats
A complete list of plant species observed on the project site is presented in Table 1.
Nomenclature used for plant names follows The Jepson Manual Second Edition (Baldwin 2012)
and changes made to this manual as published on the Jepson Interchange Project website
(http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/interchange/index.html). Table 2 is a list of wildlife species observed
on the project site. Nomenclature for wildlife follows CDFW’s Complete List of Amphibian,
Reptile, Bird, and Mammal Species in California (2016) and any changes made to species
nomenclature as published in scientific journals since the publication of CDFW’s list.
5.2.1 ANTHROPOGENIC COMMUNITY: LANDSCAPED

The project site consists of a two-story building, two asphalt parking lots, and an entrance
roadway from Lucille Lane. Manicured grass lawns and landscaping surround the building and
parking lots (Figure 3). The borders of the parking lots and building support numerous nonnative trees, as well as several native landscaping tree species. Non-native species include Italian
stone pine (Pinus pinea), Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis), Deodar cedar (Cedrus deodara),
Atlantic pistachio (Pistacia atlantica), Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus molle), holly oak (Quercus
ilex), cork oak (Quercus suber), liquidambar (Liquidambar styraciflua), Raywood ash (Fraxinus
oxycarpa), and Japanese privet (Ligustrum japonicum). Native tree species includes coast live
oak (Quercus agrifolia agrifolia), valley oak (Quercus lobata), coast redwood (Sequoia
sempervirens), incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens), and strawberry tree (Arbutus unedo).
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The project site’s landscaping trees provide perching and nesting habitat for urban-adapted
passerine birds (perching birds) such as the Anna’s hummingbird (Calypte anna), cedar waxwing
(Bombycilla cedrorum), and lesser goldfinch (Spinus psaltria). Similarly, the building provides
nesting ledges for barn swallow (Hirundo rustica), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), and
black phoebe (Sayornis nigricans). While there is very little opportunity for terrestrial mammals
to reside on-site, it can be expected that urban-adapted wildlife species such as raccoon (Procyon
lotor), Virginia opossum (Didelphis virginiana), and striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis) would
forage on the project site, specifically on the western boundary where the property abuts ruderal
habitat along the Contra Costa Canal Trail; although the concrete-lined canal is fenced on each
bank and does not serve as a wildlife corridor, it may still provide a seasonal water source to
mammals.
5.2.2 RUDERAL HERBACEOUS

The project site has a limited amount of ruderal herbaceous habitat along the western project
boundary. Ruderal (weedy) communities are assemblages of plants that thrive in waste areas,
roadsides and other sites that have been disturbed by human activity. Typically, hardpacked soils
of roadsides, parking lots, industrial areas, and construction sites support communities of ruderal
species. Ruderal vegetation is adapted to high levels of disturbance and persists almost
indefinitely in areas with continuous disturbance.
The ruderal habitat on the western portion of the project site occurs along a steep slope above the
trail and maintenance area adjacent to the Contra Costa Canal Trail. Vegetation within the
ruderal habitat is dominated by non-native grasses and forbs such as ripgut grass (Bromus
diandrus), soft chess (Bromus hordeaceus), broad-leaf filaree (Erodium botrys), and milk thistle
(Silybum marianum). Subdominants in this portion of this community include cultivated tall sock
destroyer (Torilis arvensis), cheeseweed (Malva parviflora), prickly lettuce (Lactuca serriola),
and Italian thistle (Carduus pycnocephalus subsp. pycnocephalus).
Ruderal habitats typically provide suitable environments for common animals that are adapted to
living in association with humans. Common wildlife species associated with ruderal
communities include raccoon, Botta’s pocket gopher (Thomomys bottae), black-tailed jackrabbit
(Lepus californicus), western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis), American crow (Corvus
brachyrhynchos), and house finch (Haemorhous mexicanus).
5.3 Wildlife Corridors
Wildlife corridors are linear and/or regional habitats that provide connectivity to other natural
vegetation communities within a landscape fractured by urbanization and other development.
Wildlife corridors have several functions: 1) they provide avenues along which wide-ranging
animals can travel, migrate, and breed, allowing genetic interchange to occur; 2) populations can
move in response to environmental changes and natural disasters; and 3) individuals can
recolonize habitats from which populations have been locally extirpated (Beier and Loe 1992).
All three of these functions can be met if both regional and local wildlife corridors are accessible
to wildlife. Regional wildlife corridors provide foraging, breeding, and retreat areas for
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migrating, dispersing, immigrating, and emigrating wildlife populations. Local wildlife corridors
also provide access routes to food, cover, and water resources within restricted habitats.
The proposed project will not interfere with the movement of native wildlife. The project site is
confined on two sides by busy thoroughfares that provide access to the surrounding residential
and commercial areas: Taylor Boulevard to the north, a four-lane road, and Lucille Lane to the
east, a two-lane road with center turn lane. Residential housing and the terminus of Fairfax Court
occur to the south and a well-used multi-use trail along the eastern bank of the Contra Costa
Canal is located directly west of the project site. The concrete-lined canal itself is fully enclosed
on each bank with chain-link fencing. This project is truly an urban infill project and
development of this project site should not impact wildlife movement.
6. SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES DEFINITION
6.1 Definitions
For purposes of this analysis, special-status species are plants and animals that are legally
protected under the California and Federal Endangered Species Acts (CESA and FESA,
respectively) or other regulations, and species that are considered rare by the scientific
community (for example, the CNPS). Special-status species are defined as:
•

plants and animals that are listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered
under the CESA (Fish and Game Code §2050 et seq.; 14 CCR §670.1 et seq.) or the
FESA (50 CFR 17.12 for plants; 50 CFR 17.11 for animals; various notices in the Federal
Register [FR] for proposed species);

•

plants and animals that are candidates for possible future listing as threatened or
endangered under the FESA (50 CFR 17; FR Vol. 64, No. 205, pages 57533-57547,
October 25, 1999); and under the CESA (California Fish and Game Code §2068);

•

plants and animals that meet the definition of endangered, rare, or threatened under the
CEQA (14 CCR §15380) that may include species not found on either CESA or FESA
lists;

•

plants occurring on Ranks 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3, and 4 of CNPS’ electronic Inventory
(CNPS 2001). The CDFW recognizes that Ranks 1A, 1B, 2A and 2B of the CNPS
inventory contain plants that, in the majority of cases, would qualify for State listing, and
CDFW requests their inclusion in EIRs. Plants occurring on CNPS Ranks 3 and 4 are
"plants about which more information is necessary," and "plants of limited distribution,"
respectively (CNPS 2001). Such plants may be included as special-status species on a
case by case basis due to local significance or recent biological information (more on
CNPS Rank species below);

•

migratory nongame birds of management concern listed by USFWS (Migratory Nongame
Birds of Management Concern in the United States: The list 1995; Office of Migratory
Bird Management; Washington D.C.; Sept. 1995);
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•

animals that are designated as "species of special concern" by CDFW (2018); and,

•

animal species that are “fully protected” in California (Fish and Game Codes 3511, 4700,
5050, and 5515).

•

Bat species that are designated on the Western Bat Working Group’s (WBWG) Regional
Bat Species Priority Matrix as: “RED OR HIGH.” This priority is justified by the
WBWG as follows: “Based on available information on distribution, status, ecology, and
known threats, this designation should result in these bat species being considered the
highest priority for funding, planning, and conservation actions. Information about status
and threats to most species could result in effective conservation actions being
implemented should a commitment to management exist. These species are imperiled or
are at high risk of imperilment.”

In the paragraphs below, we provide further definitions of legal status as they pertain to the
special-status species discussed in this report or in the attached tables.
Federal Endangered or Threatened Species. A species listed as Endangered or Threatened under
the FESA is protected from unauthorized “take” (that is, harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, trap)
of that species. If it is necessary to take a federally-listed Endangered or Threatened species as
part of an otherwise lawful activity, it would be necessary to receive permission from the
USFWS prior to initiating the take.
State Threatened Species. A species listed as Threatened under the CESA (§2050 of California
Fish and Game Code) is protected from unauthorized “take” (that is, harass, pursue, hunt, shoot,
trap) of that species. If it is necessary to “take” a state-listed Threatened species as part of an
otherwise lawful activity, it would be necessary to receive permission from CDFW prior to
initiating the “take.”
California Species of Special Concern. These are species in which their California breeding
populations are seriously declining and extirpation from all or a portion of their range is possible.
This designation affords no legally mandated protection; however, pursuant to the CEQA
Guidelines (14 CCR §15380), some species of special concern could be considered “rare.”
Pursuant to its rarity status, any unmitigated impacts to rare species could be considered a
“significant effect on the environment” (§15382). Thus, species of special concern must be
considered in any project that will, or is currently, undergoing CEQA review, and/or that must
obtain an environmental permit(s) from a public agency.
CNPS Rank Species. The CNPS maintains an “Inventory” of special-status plant species. This
inventory has four lists of plants with varying rarity. These lists are: Rank 1, Rank 2, Rank 3, and
Rank 4. Although plants on these lists have no formal legal protection (unless they are also state
or federally-listed species), CDFW requests the inclusion of Rank 1 species in environmental
documents. In addition, other state and local agencies may request the inclusion of species on
other lists as well. The Rank 1 and 2 species are defined below:
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•
•
•
•

Rank 1A: Presumed extinct in California;
Rank 1B: Rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere;
Rank 2A: Plants presumed extirpated in California, but more common elsewhere;
Rank 2B: Rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere.

All of the plants constituting Rank 1B meet the definitions of Section 1901, Chapter 10 (Native
Plant Protection Act) or Sections 2062 and 2067 (CESA) of the Fish and Game Code and are
eligible for state listing (CNPS 2001). Rank 2 species are rare in California, but more common
elsewhere. Ranks 3 and 4 contain species about which there is some concern and are reviewed by
CDFW and maintained on “watch lists.”
Additionally, in 2006, CNPS updated their lists to include “threat code extensions” for each list.
For example, Rank 1B species would now be categorized as Rank 1B.1, Rank 1B.2, or Rank
1B.3. These threat codes are defined as follows:
• .1 is considered “seriously endangered in California (over 80 percent of occurrences
threatened/high degree and immediacy of threat)”;
• .2 is “fairly endangered in California (20-80 percent of occurrences threatened)”;
• .3 is “not very endangered in California (less than 20 percent of occurrences threatened or
no current threats known).”
Under the CEQA review process only CNPS Rank 1 and 2 species are considered since these are
the only CNPS species that meet CEQA’s definition of “rare” or “endangered.” Impacts to Rank
3 and 4 species are not regarded as significant pursuant to CEQA.
Fully Protected Birds. Fully protected birds, such as the white-tailed kite and golden eagle, are
protected under California Fish and Game Code (§3511). Fully protected birds may not be “taken”
or possessed (i.e., kept in captivity) at any time.
6.2 Potential Special-Status Plants on the Project Site
Figure 4 provides a graphical illustration of known CNDDB records for special-status species
within three miles of the project site and helps readers visually understand the number of
sensitive species that occur in the vicinity of the project site. No special-status plants have been
mapped on or adjacent the project site. However, according to the CDFW’s CNDDB, a total of
61 special-status plant species are known to occur in the region (USGS 9-quad query area) of the
project site (Table 3). These plants occur in specialized habitats such as valley and foothill
grasslands, chenopod scrub, coastal scrub, and vernal pools, which are not present on-site.
Additionally, the property is currently developed. The proposed project site is currently
characterized by asphalt parking lots, an actively used building, and ornamental landscaping
trees and shrubs. Thus, no impacts to special-status plants are expected from implementation of
the proposed project.
6.3 Potential Special-Status Animals on the Project Site
Figure 4 provides a graphical illustration of known CNDDB records for special-status species
within three miles of the project site and helps readers visually understand the number of
sensitive species that occur in the vicinity of the project site. A total of 49 special-status animal
7
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species are known to occur in the region (USGS 9-quad query area) of the project site (Table 4);
however, none of these special-status animals have ever been mapped on or adjacent to the
project site. As this is an urban project site that is already developed with a building and paved
parking areas, 47 of these species have been summarily dismissed for potential to occur on the
project site, as discussed on Table 4. The building and landscaping trees on-site provide marginal
roosting habitat for special-status bats; accordingly, two species of bats are discussed further
below. Similarly, the building and trees may provide passerine bird nesting habitat. Please see
the Impacts and Mitigations section for a discussion on nesting birds and bats and how to
mitigate impacts to these species.
6.3.1 TOWNSEND’S BIG-EARED BAT

Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii townsendii) is a California "species of
special concern.” It has no federal status. The “species of special concern” status designation
does not provide any special legally mandated protection for this bat species. However, this
status designation likely meets the definition of “rare” pursuant to the CEQA (14 CCR
§15380(2)(A)). As such, potential impacts to this bat species should be considered during any
CEQA review. Any unmitigated impacts to this species would likely be regarded as a significant
adverse impact pursuant to CEQA (§21068).
Once considered common in California, this species is found in all but subalpine and alpine
habitats. Although these bats eat a variety of beetles and other soft-bodied insects, small moths
make up the principle food source for this species. It is believed that roosting sites are the most
important limited resource for Townsend’s big-eared bat. This species requires caves, mines,
tunnels, high buildings, or other human-made structures for roosting and for maternity sites,
potentially using separate sites for day, night, hibernation, or maternity roosts. Although this
species shows high site fidelity if undisturbed, it is extremely sensitive to disturbance of roosting
sites (a single visit may result in abandonment of the roost).
The closest occurrence of this species was recorded in 1938 approximately three miles south of
the project site (CNDDB Occurrence No. 432); the exact location is unknown. The building on
the project site provides marginal roosting habitat for this special-status bat. Accordingly,
impacts to the Townsend’s big-eared bat are regarded as potentially significant pursuant to the
CEQA. With implementation of the avoidance and mitigation measures listed in the
“Impacts and Mitigations” section below, impacts to the Townsend’s big-eared bat can be
mitigated to a level considered less than significant pursuant to the CEQA.
6.3.2 PALLID BAT
The pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus) is a California “species of special concern.” It has no federal
status. The “species of special concern” status designation does not provide any special legally
mandated protection for this bat species. However, this status designation likely meets the
definition of “rare” pursuant to the CEQA (14 CCR §15380(2)(A)). As such, potential impacts to
this bat species should be considered during any CEQA review. Any unmitigated impacts to this
species would likely be regarded as a significant adverse impact pursuant to CEQA (§21068).
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This bat is a locally common species of low elevations in California. It occurs throughout
California except for the high Sierra Nevada from Shasta to Kern Counties, and the northwestern
corner of the state from Del Norte and western Siskiyou counties to northern Mendocino County.
It occurs in a wide variety of habitats. It is most common in open, dry habitats with rocky areas
for roosting. Day roosts are in caves, crevices, mines, and occasionally in hollow trees and
buildings. Roost must protect bats from high temperatures. Night roosts may be in more open
sites such as porches and open buildings. This species is a social bat, which roosts in groups of
20 or more.
The closest occurrence of this species was recorded in 1907 approximately three miles south of
the project site (CNDDB Occurrence No. 146); the exact location is unknown. The building and
trees on the project site provide marginal roosting habitat for this special-status bat. Accordingly,
impacts to the pallid bat are regarded as potentially significant pursuant to the CEQA. With
implementation of the avoidance and mitigation measures listed in the “Impacts and
Mitigations” section below, impacts to the pallid bat can be mitigated to a level considered
less than significant pursuant to the CEQA.
7. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR NATIVE WILDLIFE, FISH, AND PLANTS
This section provides a discussion of those laws and regulations that are in place to protect native
wildlife, fish, and plants. Under each law we discuss its relevance to the proposed project.
7.1 Federal Endangered Species Act
The FESA forms the basis for the federal protection of threatened or endangered plants, insects,
fish and wildlife. FESA contains four main elements, they are as follows:
Section 4 (16 USCA §1533): Species listing, Critical Habitat Designation, and Recovery
Planning: outlines the procedure for listing endangered plants and wildlife.
Section 7 (§1536): Federal Consultation Requirement: imposes limits on the actions of federal
agencies that might impact listed species.
Section 9 (§1538): Prohibition on Take: prohibits the "taking" of a listed species by anyone,
including private individuals, and State and local agencies.
Section 10: Exceptions to the Take Prohibition: non-federal agencies can obtain an incidental
take permit through approval of a Habitat Conservation Plan.
In the case of salt water fish and other marine organisms, the requirements of FESA are enforced
by the NMFS. The USFWS enforces all other cases. Below, Sections 9, 7, and 10 of FESA are
discussed since they are the sections most relevant to the proposed project.
Section 9 of FESA as amended, prohibits the "take" of any fish or wildlife species listed under
FESA as endangered. Under Federal regulation, "take" of fish or wildlife species listed as
threatened is also prohibited unless otherwise specifically authorized by regulation. "Take," as
defined by FESA, means "to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or
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collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.” "Harm" includes not only the direct taking
of a species itself, but the destruction or modification of the species' habitat resulting in the
potential injury of the species. As such, "harm" is further defined to mean "an act which actually
kills or injures wildlife; such an act may include significant habitat modification or degradation
where it actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns,
including breeding, feeding or sheltering" (50 CFR 17.3). A December 2001 decision by the 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals (Arizona Cattle Growers’ Association, Jeff Menges, vs. the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and Bureau of Land Management, and the Southwest Center for Biological
Diversity) ruled that the USFWS must show that a threatened or endangered species is present on
a project site and that it would be taken by the project activities. According to this ruling, the
USFWS can no longer require mitigation based on the probability that the species could use the
site. Rather they must show that it is actually present.
Section 9 applies to any person, corporation, federal agency, or any local or State agency. If
"take" of a listed species is necessary to complete an otherwise lawful activity, this triggers the
need to obtain an “incidental take permit” either through a Section 7 Consultation as discussed
further below (for federal actions or private actions that are permitted or funded by a federal
agency such as the Corps), or through Section 10 of FESA which requires preparation of a
Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) (for state and local agencies, or individuals, and projects
without a federal “nexus”; for example, projects that do not need a Corps permit).
Section 7(a)(2) of the Act requires that each federal agency consult with the USFWS to ensure
that any action authorized, funded or carried out by such agency is not likely to jeopardize the
continued existence of an endangered or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse
modification of critical habitat for listed species. Critical habitat designations mean: (1) specific
areas within a geographic region currently occupied by a listed species, on which are found those
physical or biological features that are essential to the conservation of a listed species and that
may require special management considerations or protection; and (2) specific areas outside the
geographical area occupied by a listed species that are determined essential for the conservation
of the species.
The Section 7 consultation process only applies to actions taken by federal agencies that are
considering authorizing discretionary projects. Section 7 is by and between the NMFS and/or the
USFWS and the federal agency contemplating a discretionary approval (that is, the “federal
nexus agency,” for example, the Corps or the Federal Highway Administration). Private parties,
cities, counties, etc. (i.e., applicants) may participate in the Section 7 consultation at the
discretion of the federal agencies conducting the Section 7 consultation. The Section 7
consultation process is triggered by a determination of the “action agency” – that is, the federal
agency that is carrying out, funding, or approving a project – that the project “may affect” a
listed species or critical habitat. If an action is likely to adversely affect a listed species or
designated critical habitat, formal consultation between the nexus agency and the
USFWS/NMFS is required. As part of the formal consultation, the USFWS/NMFS may resolve
any issues informally with the nexus agency or may prepare a formal Biological Opinion
assessing whether the proposed action would be likely to result in “jeopardy” to a listed species
or if it could adversely modify designated critical habitat. If the USFWS/NMFS prepares a
Biological Opinion, it will contain either a “jeopardy” or “non-jeopardy” decision. If the
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USFWS/NMFS concludes that a proposed project would result in adverse modification of critical
habitat or would jeopardize the continued existence of a federally-listed species (that is, it will
issue a jeopardy decision), the nexus federal agency would be most unlikely to authorize its
discretionary permit. If the USFWS/NMFS prepares a “non-jeopardy” Biological Opinion, the
nexus federal agency may authorize the discretionary permit making all conditions of the
Biological Opinion conditions of its discretionary permit. A non-jeopardy Biological Opinion
constitutes an “incidental take” permit that allows applicants to “take” federally-listed species
while otherwise carrying out legally sanctioned projects.
For non-federal entities, for example private parties, cities, counties that are considering a
discretionary permit, Section 10 provides the mechanism for obtaining take authorization. Under
Section 10 of FESA, for the applicant to obtain an "incidental take permit," the applicant is
required to submit a "conservation plan" to the USFWS or NMFS that specifies the impacts that
are likely to result to federally-listed species, and the measures the applicant will undertake to
minimize and mitigate such impacts, and the funding that will be available to implement those
steps. Conservation plans under FESA have come to be known as "habitat conservation plans" or
"HCPs" for short. The terms incidental take permit, Section 10 permit, and Section 10(a)(1)(B)
permit are used interchangeably by the USFWS. Section 10(a)(2)(B) of FESA provides statutory
criteria that must be satisfied before an incidental take permit can be issued.
7.1.1 RESPONSIBLE AGENCY

FESA gives regulatory authority to the USFWS for federally-listed terrestrial species and nonanadromous fish. The NMFS has regulatory authority over federally-listed marine mammals and
anadromous fish.
7.1.2 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

No federally-listed species or designated USFWS critical habitat would be affected by the
proposed project. As such, an Incidental Take Permit from the USFWS is not required for this
project.
7.2 Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (16 U.S.C. §§ 703-712, July 3, 1918, as amended 1936,
1960, 1968, 1969, 1974, 1978, 1986 and 1989) makes it unlawful to “take” (kill, harm, harass,
shoot, etc.) any migratory bird listed in Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Section
10.13, including their nests, eggs, or young. Migratory birds include geese, ducks, shorebirds,
raptors, songbirds, wading birds, seabirds, and passerine birds (such as warblers, flycatchers,
swallows, etc.).
7.2.1 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The trees on the project site provide suitable nesting habitat for common passerine birds. All
migratory birds including many common passerine birds (perching birds) that likely nest on-site
would be protected pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. If there is no direct mortality of
species protected pursuant to this Act caused by re-development of the site, there should be no
constraints to site re-development. To comply with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, all active nest
sites would have to be avoided while such birds were nesting. Upon completion of nesting, the
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project could commence as otherwise planned. Please review specific requirements for
avoidance of nest sites for potentially occurring species in the Impacts and Mitigations section
below.
7.3 California Endangered Species Act
7.3.1 SECTION 2081 OF THE CALIFORNIA ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

In 1984, the state legislated the CESA (Fish and Game Code §2050). The basic policy of CESA
is to conserve and enhance endangered species and their habitats. State agencies will not approve
private or public projects under their jurisdiction that would impact threatened or endangered
species if reasonable and prudent alternatives are available. Because CESA does not have a
provision for "harm" (see discussion of FESA, above), CDFW considerations pursuant to CESA
are limited to those actions that would result in the direct take of a listed species.
If CDFW determines that a proposed project could impact a state-listed threatened or endangered
species, CDFW will provide recommendations for "reasonable and prudent" project alternatives.
The CEQA lead agency can only approve a project if these alternatives are implemented, unless
it finds that the project's benefits clearly outweigh the costs, reasonable mitigation measures are
adopted, there has been no "irreversible or irretrievable" commitment of resources made in the
interim, and the resulting project would not result in the extinction of the species. In addition, if
there would be impacts to threatened or endangered species, the lead agency typically requires
project applicants to demonstrate that they have acquired "incidental take" permits from CDFW
and/or USFWS (if it is a federally-listed species) prior to allowing/permitting impacts to such
species.
If proposed projects would result in impacts to a state-listed species, an "incidental take" permit
pursuant to §2081 of the Fish and Game Code would be necessary (versus a Federal incidental
take permit for federally-listed species). CDFW will issue an incidental take permit only if:
1) The authorized take is incidental to an otherwise lawful activity;
2) the impacts of the authorized take are minimized and fully mitigated;
3) measures required to minimize and fully mitigate the impacts of the authorized take:
a) are roughly proportional in extent to the impact of the taking on the species;
b) maintain the project applicant’s objectives to the greatest extent possible; and,
c) capable of successful implementation; and,
4) adequate funding is provided to implement the required minimization and mitigation measures
and to monitor compliance with, and the effectiveness of, the measures.
If an applicant is preparing an HCP as part of the federal 10(a) permit process, the HCP might be
incorporated into the §2081 permit if it meets the substantive criteria of §2081(b). To ensure that
an HCP meets the mitigation and monitoring standards in Section 2081(b), an applicant should
involve CDFW staff in development of the HCP. If a final Biological Opinion (federal action)
has been issued for the project pursuant to Section 7 of the FESA, it might also be incorporated
into the §2081 permit if it meets the standards of §2081(b).
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No §2081 permit may authorize the take of a species for which the Legislature has imposed strict
prohibitions on all forms of “take.” These species are listed in several statutes that identify “fully
protected” species and “specified birds.” See Fish and Game Code §§ 3505, 3511, 4700, 5050,
5515, and 5517. If a project is planned in an area where a “fully protected” species or a
“specified bird” occurs, an applicant must design the project to avoid all take.
Fish and Game Code §2080.1 allows an applicant who has obtained a “non-jeopardy” federal
Biological Opinion pursuant to Section 7 of the FESA, or who has received a federal 10(a)
permit (federal incidental take permit) pursuant to the FESA, to submit the federal opinion or
permit to CDFW for a determination as to whether the federal document is “consistent” with
CESA. If after 30 days CDFW determines that the federal incidental take permit is consistent
with state law, and that all state-listed species under consideration have been considered in the
federal Biological Opinion, then no further permit or consultation is required under CESA for the
project. However, if CDFW determines that the federal opinion or permit is not consistent with
CESA, or that there are state-listed species that were not considered in the federal Biological
Opinion, then the applicant must apply for a state CESA permit under Section 2081(b). Section
2081(b) is of no use if an affected species is state-listed, but not federally-listed.
State and federal incidental take permits are issued on a discretionary basis and are typically only
authorized if applicants are able to demonstrate that impacts to the listed species in question are
unavoidable and can be mitigated to an extent that the reviewing agency can conclude that the
proposed impacts would not jeopardize the continued existence of the listed species under
review. Typically, if there would be impacts to a listed species, mitigation that includes habitat
avoidance, preservation, and creation of endangered species habitat is necessary to demonstrate
that projects would not threaten the continued existence of a species. In addition, management
endowment fees are usually collected as part of the agreement for the incidental take permit(s).
The endowment is used to manage any lands set-aside to protect listed species, and for biological
mitigation monitoring of these lands over (typically) a five-year period.
7.3.2 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The project site does not support any state-listed animal or plant species. No habitat occurs on
the project site that could support state-listed species. The project site is an existing development
with paved parking lots, driveway, building, and landscaped areas. Therefore, under the current
project proposal, there would be no impacts to state-listed plant or animal species. Consequently,
an Incidental Take Permit issued by the CDFW pursuant to Section 2081 of the Fish and Game
Code is not required for the proposed project.
7.4 California Fish and Game Code § 3503, 3503.5, 3511, and 3513
California Fish and Game Code §3503, 3503.5, 3511, and 3513 prohibit the “take, possession, or
destruction of birds, their nests or eggs.” Disturbance that causes nest abandonment and/or loss
of reproductive effort (killing or abandonment of eggs or young) is considered “take.” Such a
take would also violate federal law protecting migratory birds (Migratory Bird Treaty Act).
All raptors (that is, hawks, eagles, owls) their nests, eggs, and young are protected under California
Fish and Game Code (§3503.5). Additionally, “fully protected” birds, such as the white-tailed kite
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(Elanus leucurus) and golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), are protected under California Fish and
Game Code (§3511). “Fully protected” birds may not be taken or possessed (that is, kept in
captivity) at any time.
7.4.1 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The project site trees provide nesting habitat for passerine birds. If tree removal, earth-work, or
construction would take place during the nesting season (February 1 through August 31),
preconstruction surveys for nesting birds (passerines, for example) would have to be conducted
to ensure that there is no direct take of nesting birds including their eggs or young. Any active
nests that were found during preconstruction surveys would have to be avoided by the project.
To protect any nesting birds, suitable non-disturbance buffers would have to be established by a
qualified biologist around nest sites until the nesting cycle is complete. More specifics on the
size of buffers are provided below in the Impacts and Mitigations section.
7.5 City of Pleasant Hill General Plan 2003
7.5.1 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT

7.5.1.1 Natural Resources
Undeveloped hillsides and other open spaces in Pleasant Hill support pockets of grassland, oak
woodland, and shrubland-chaparral habitat. The city also contains a variety of plants and trees
that provide additional cover and food for animals. This “urban habitat” includes residential and
commercial landscaping and streetscape plantings. Rodents, small mammals, and birds utilize
trees and vegetated areas for foraging and nesting.
Even though the watercourses in Pleasant Hill are largely channelized, creek corridors include
wetlands and riparian vegetation that also provide habitat for birds and terrestrial species, plus
frogs and other amphibians. The remaining wetlands in the city also are important for recharge
and filtering of water supplies.
The City Zoning Ordinance protects trees, as measured 24 inches above the ground, as follows:
(1) native oaks and other indigenous trees one foot or more in diameter, and (2) non-native trees
(primarily eucalyptus and redwood) two feet or more in diameter. Protected species include
native oak, alder, bay/laurel, black walnut, buckeye, elderberry, madrone, maple, and sycamore
trees.
Community Development Goal 20. Preserve open space areas, hillsides and natural features.
Community Development Policy 20A. Ensure that open space and undeveloped hillsides remain
free of future development.
Community Development Program 20.1. Establish a land acquisition fund in the CIP to acquire
significant open space and undeveloped hillside areas that may be threatened by development.
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Community Development Program 20.2. Amend the Zoning Ordinance to establish reasonable
aesthetic and land coverage constraints on new land divisions in open space and undeveloped
hillside areas.
Community Development Goal 21. Preserve and reclaim streams, wetlands and riparian areas to
function as open space.
Community Development Policy 21A. Require reclamation of degraded streams, wetlands and
riparian areas, including wildlife migration corridors, where possible in cooperation with the
Flood Control District.
Community Development Program 21.1. Establish guidelines for preserving and reclaiming
streams, wetlands and riparian areas in conjunction with new or modified development.
Community Development Program 21.2. Comply with directives from environmental regulatory
authorities to update the Zoning Ordinance and other ordinances, standards and regulations to
incorporate stormwater quality and watershed protection measures to limit impacts to aquatic
ecosystems and preserve and restore the beneficial uses of natural water bodies and wetlands in
the city.
Community Development Program 21.3. For new development, consider alternatives to
impermeable surfaces that will promote gradual infiltration of precipitation.
Community Development Goal 22. Protect native species and their habitat.
Community Development Policy 22A. Minimize the impacts of development on plants and
animals, including sensitive habitat and migration corridors.
Community Development Program 22.1. Require mitigation for potential environmental impacts
of development on native species and their habitat, including migration corridors.
Community Development Program 22.2. Require construction activities to avoid disturbance to
natural features, including wildlife migration corridors, as much as possible.
Community Development Program 22.3. Continue to enforce the tree protection provisions of
the Zoning Ordinance.
Community Development Program 22.4. In areas of documented occurrence of the California
Tiger Salamander, require site-specific study and mitigation of potential impact, which may
include avoidance of habitat, reduction of habitat disturbance, and offsite or on-site restoration or
protection of similar habitat.
Community Development Program 22.5. Support efforts of the County to determine the
feasibility of constructing fish bypass facilities for flood control drop structures in area creeks.
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7.5.1.2 Applicability to the Proposed Project
The project site is currently developed with a two-story building, two parking lots, entrance
driveway, and landscaped areas. The proposed project will not impact sensitive resources,
including special-status plants or animals, including sensitive habitat and migration corridors, or
waters of the U.S./State. This is consistent with Community Development Goal 22, Community
Development Policy 22A, and Community Development Program 22.2. Consistent with
Community Development Program 22.3, the tree protection ordinance will be followed. Any
native trees slated for removal will be appropriately permitted and mitigated for accordingly.
The proposed project involves creation of open space buffers along each project boundary
(Attachment A: Preliminary Site Plan). This is consistent with Community Development Goal
20.
Consistent with Community Development Program 21.2, care will be required when constructing
the proposed project to be sure that adequate pre and post construction Best Management
Practices Plan (BMPs) are incorporated into the project implementation plans. The development
project will utilize the existing City storm drain system; however, pre-treatment of stormwater
prior to release into the storm drain system will be necessary. Additionally, during project
construction it is important for the project proponent to have the components of a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and a Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) in place;
these documents are typically prepared by the project civil engineer. Please see the sections
below for further discussion on site disturbance (grading) and storm water management. There
are no waters or wetlands on the project site.
7.6 Pleasant Hill Municipal Code
A Codification of the General Ordinances of the City of Pleasant Hill, California
7.6.1 PART 4. REGULATIONS APPLYING IN ALL DISTRICTS

Chapter 18.50 Additional Site Development Regulations
7.6.1.1 18.50.110 Tree Preservation
The following supplemental regulations are intended to encourage the preservation of trees
throughout the community by establishing reasonable provisions for protecting heritage trees and
other protected trees and establishing procedures for review and approval of tree removal and
replacement. Unrestricted removal of trees without replacement will detrimentally affect the
city’s health, safety and welfare. Specifically, removal of or damage to heritage and other
protected trees will interfere with the city’s natural and scenic beauty, diminish the tempering
effect of these trees on extreme temperatures and adversely impact the city’s unique character
and identity.
A. Permit required. No person, firm, corporation, private or public utility or governmental entity
shall remove, relocate, excessively trim, damage or demolish a protected tree or heritage tree
prior to obtaining a tree removal permit from the zoning administrator or approval from another
applicable city decision-making body pursuant to subsection C, I, or J of this section. City
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initiated projects shall also be subject to all of the provisions of this chapter unless specifically
exempted by the city council.
1. Protected trees. The term “protected tree” means any of the following:
a. Any native oak tree with a trunk diameter measurement of nine inches or larger.
b. Any indigenous tree with a trunk diameter measurement of nine inches or larger.
Indigenous trees include but are not limited to: Alnus Oregona (Red Alder), Acer
Macrophyllum (Bigleaf Maple), Aesculus Californica (California Buckeye), Arbutus
Menziesii (Madrone), Umbellularia Californica (California Bay or Laurel), Juglans
Hindsii (California Black Walnut), Platanus Racemosa (California Sycamore), or
Sambucus Mexicana (Elderberry).
Note: The California Native Plant Society list of indigenous/native trees for the Bay Area
can also be referenced to determine whether a tree is considered native or indigenous to
the region.
c. A nonnative tree (not including Eucalyptus) with a trunk diameter measurement of 18
inches or larger. Nonnative trees include species such as Sequoia Sempervirens (Coastal
Redwood), Pinus Canariensis (Canary Island Pine), Pinus Halepensis (Aleppo Pine),
Pinus Pinea (Italian Stone Pine), Pinus Radiata (Monterey Pine), Ulmus Americana
(American Elm), Ulmus Parvifolia (Chinese Elm), Ulmus Pumila (Siberian Elm),
Liquidambar Styraciflua (American Sweet Gum), Cedrus Deodara (Deodar Cedar),
Cedrus Atlantica (Atlas Cedar), Fraxinus Uhdei (Shamel Ash), Fraxinus American
(White Ash), Fraxinus Augustifolia (Raywood Ash), Cupressus (Cypress species), Morus
Alba (Fruit/Fruitless Mulberry), Chinese Pistache, Robinia pseudoacacia (Black Locust),
Pyrus Calleryana (Bradford Pear), Cinnamomum Camphora (Camphor).
d. Any tree shown to be preserved on an approved tentative map, development or site
plan or required to be retained as a condition of approval or environmental mitigation
measure.
e. Any tree required to be planted as a replacement for an unlawfully removed tree.
f. Any tree designated as a “heritage tree” pursuant to subsection E of this section.
Note: See subsection G of this section for definition of trunk diameter measurement.
2. Arborist report required. Any application for a tree removal permit shall include a letter report
prepared by a certified arborist addressing the health/condition of the tree, the rationale for
removal, the feasibility of any alternatives to removal, and any recommendations for replacement
trees.
3. Criteria for tree removal review. The zoning administrator, or other applicable city decisionmaking body, shall consider the following factors in determining whether to approve the removal
of a tree or trees:
a. Health or physical condition of the tree;
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b. Any potential hazard or any risk presented by the tree determined using the ANSI A300, part 9 Standard for Tree Risk Assessment;
c. Whether the tree is causing a public nuisance and/or a public safety hazard;
d. Potential for the tree to be a detriment to other protected trees due to its location,
overcrowding, or its health;
e. Evidence of significant damage to property caused, or likely to be caused, by the tree;
f. Any potential historic or cultural significance of the tree;
g. Whether the tree substantially inhibits sunlight necessary for the operation of active or
passive solar heating, cooling or energy generation and trimming or thinning is not a
feasible alternative to removal;
h. Whether the tree is obstructing proposed improvements that cannot be reasonably
designed to avoid tree removal;
i. Whether the tree is located in close proximity to a structure in a high fire hazard area
and removal is necessary to create defensible space per applicable fire safety laws,
regulations or Fire District requirements;
j. Whether preservation of the tree(s) would render a site undevelopable and the planning
commission or city council has determined that no economically viable use can be made
of underlying or adjacent property if the tree is not removed and that every reasonable
effort has been made to retain the tree;
k. Feasibility of alternatives to removal of the tree (for example, depending on the
circumstances, abandonment in place of a natural gas pipeline that is over 30 years old
and relocation of the pipeline may be deemed a feasible alternative);
l. Any other circumstances deemed relevant by the zoning administrator or other city
decision-making body based on site conditions, technical analyses, and/or the location of
the tree.
4. Third-party peer review arborist. When deemed necessary by the zoning administrator or other
applicable city decision-making body, a third-party peer review prepared by a certified arborist,
board certified master arborist or registered consulting arborist may be required (at the cost of
the applicant) to: (a) review the applicant’s arborist report and/or tree preservation and
replacement plan, (b) physically inspect and evaluate the tree(s) proposed for removal, and (c)
provide a written analysis to include the peer review arborist’s findings, and recommendations.
The peer review arborist’s comments may also include recommendations regarding tree
replacement.
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5. Replacement trees required.
a. Replacement ratios. Unless otherwise specified by the zoning administrator or other
applicable city decision-making body, the replacement ratios for tree removal shall be as
follows:
i. A protected native or indigenous tree approved for removal shall be replaced by
at least two 15-gallon trees on the project site.
ii. A protected nonnative tree approved for removal shall be replaced by at least
one 15-gallon tree on the project site.
iii. In addition to the replacement requirements in subsections A.5.a.i and/or ii of
this section, removal of any protected tree (native, indigenous or nonnative), as
part of an area-wide program and/or discretionary development plan, that is
located within or adjacent to the public right-of-way along Contra Costa
Boulevard or within or adjacent to the Iron Horse Trail, may also be subject to
additional mitigation requirements to address potential community-wide impacts
of removals. Such additional mitigation, if required by the applicable city
decision-making body, may include, but not be limited to, proportionate
mitigation for adverse effects (individual and cumulative) on biological values,
aesthetics, loss of shade, economic vitality, air quality, vehicle speed, community
identity, and other similar factors, resulting directly or indirectly from tree
removal, that have the potential to cause adverse community-wide social,
economic or environmental effects due, in part, to the substantial length of time
required for replacement trees to reach the same level of maturity and therefore
provide the same functionality and benefits as the trees that are removed.
b. Replacement tree species. The species of the replacement trees shall be approved by
the zoning administrator or other applicable city decision-making body.
c. Off-site replacement. Off-site tree replacement may be considered in the event that the
project site already has a significant mature tree population, to prevent overcrowding or
infringement on existing structures, provided adequate provisions for maintenance of the
replacement tree are specified, subject to approval by the planning commission.
d. Replacement infeasible. Where the planning commission or city council has
determined that on-site or off-site replacement of trees is not currently feasible, the
planning commission or city council may, at its discretion, allow the applicant to make an
in-lieu payment to the city for provision of off-site trees at the ratio recommended in
subsection A.5.a of this section. The in-lieu fee shall be based on the estimated value of
the replacement tree(s) including any installation and maintenance costs. If the zoning
administrator or other applicable city decision-making body determines that on-site or
off-site replacement would not be feasible (due to lack of adequate space on site or lack
of a suitable and available off-site location), the tree replacement requirement may be
reduced or waived, as appropriate. For trees removed within or adjacent to Contra Costa
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Boulevard and/or within or adjacent to the Iron Horse Trail, additional mitigation for
each tree removed may be required as specified in subsection A.5.a.iii of this section.
e. Maintenance. Replacement trees shall be properly maintained by the permittee to
ensure their survival. Replacement trees on single family residential sites shall be
maintained for a minimum of two years after planting. Replacement trees on all other
sites shall be maintained as noted in any landscape maintenance agreement and/or city
approved landscape plan or tree preservation and replacement plan applicable to the site.
C. Tree preservation and replacement plan. A tree preservation and replacement plan prepared by
a state licensed or certified professional shall be submitted by the applicant in conjunction with
any discretionary land use entitlement application that includes removal of protected trees
(excluding an entitlement involving only one single-family residence where the zoning
administrator may administratively require tree protection measures as needed if a proposed
development has the potential to adversely impact a protected tree); in addition, a tree
preservation and replacement plan may also be required by the zoning administrator or other
applicable city decision-making body as a condition of tree removal permit approval. The tree
preservation and replacement plan shall be subject to the review and approval of the zoning
administrator or other applicable city decision making body.
D. Performance security. To ensure the safety and well-being of existing protected trees that may
be impacted by grading or construction and/or any replacement trees required to be planted
pursuant to this chapter, the zoning administrator or other applicable city decision-making body
may, at its discretion, require an applicant to post a cash deposit or other performance security
acceptable to the city guaranteeing that each such tree will be protected against harm from
grading or construction and will be adequately maintained. The performance security must be
posted with the zoning administrator prior to issuance of grading permits and shall be governed.
E. Heritage trees. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, a tree which is enrolled
in the city’s heritage tree program may not be removed, relocated, damaged or demolished, and
no permit or tree preservation and replacement plan authorizing such action may be issued,
unless the zoning administrator or other applicable city decision-making body determines that
there exists a hazard to property or danger of disease or infection to surrounding healthy trees.
F. Conditions. The zoning administrator or other applicable city decision-making body may
impose reasonable conditions of approval on a tree removal permit, consistent with the purposes
of this chapter, to ensure safe and unobtrusive tree removal, replacement, relocation, and
demolition; maintenance of replacement trees; and protection of trees not approved to be
removed. It shall be a violation of this chapter for any property owner or agent of the owner to
fail to comply with any condition of approval or other requirement pursuant to this chapter.
7.6.1.2 Applicability to the proposed project
All trees on the project site that meet the size and species criteria above are considered
“protected” under the County tree ordinance. An Arborist Report was prepared by HortScience |
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Bartlett Consulting, dated December 2019. Please see Impacts and Mitigation Section for greater
details about tree impacts and mitigation measures.
7.6.1.3 18.50.150 Creek setbacks.
A. Regulation. No person may place a structure (as defined in subsection B of this section),
perform grading, or place fill material in a creek setback area unless:
1. The property is adjoining a concrete channel owned by a public agency; or
2. The structure, grading or fill was legally existing as of February 24, 2010. Such a
structure, grading or fill may be replaced in kind if the property owner obtains a building
permit within 18 months (within the same building footprint and without increasing the
degree of nonconformity) without the requirement of a use permit under PHMC §
18.65.030.C; or
3. The property qualifies for an exception under subsection C of this section.
B. Definitions. In this section:
Creek means any one of the creeks in the city as shown on the “City of Pleasant Hill Creek
System” map, on file in the public works division.
Creek setback area means a setback area measured from the top of the creek bank, as follows.
This regulation applies whether or not the creek is on the property.
DEPTH OF CREEK

CREEK SETBACK AREA, FROM TOP OF CREEK BANK

Up to 5 feet

5 feet

Over 5 – 10 feet

10 feet

Over 10 – 15 feet

15 feet

Over 15 feet

subject to city engineer review

(The depth of the creek bed is measured at its deepest point to a point level with the top of creek
bank.)
Structure means: a structure as defined in PHMC §18.140.010. Examples of structures include
but are not limited to: a house addition or second unit; garage; swimming pool or hot tub; arbor;
shed; deck; retaining wall; and wall of concrete, masonry or stone.
The top of the creek bank means the highest edge of the creek channel at the location where the
structure, grading or fill is proposed, as determined by the director of public works and
community development.
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7.6.1.4 Applicability to the proposed project
The Contra Costa Canal is adjacent to the project site; however, it is a concrete-lined man-made
channel, not a creek. No creek setbacks apply to the proposed project.
8. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO WATERS OF THE UNITED
STATES AND STATE
This section presents an overview of the criteria used by the Corps, the RWQCB, the State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB), and the CDFW to determine those areas within a project area
that would be subject to their regulation.
8.1 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Jurisdiction and Permitting
8.1.1 SECTION 404 OF THE CLEAN WATER ACT

Congress enacted the Clean Water Act (CWA) “to restore and maintain the chemical, physical,
and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters” (33 U.S.C. §1251(a)). Pursuant to Section 404 of
the CWA (33 U.S.C. 1344), the Corps regulates the disposal of dredged or fill material into
"waters of the United States" (33 CFR Parts 328 through 330). This requires project applicants to
obtain authorization from the Corps prior to discharging dredged or fill materials into any water
of the United States.
In the Federal Register "waters of the United States" are defined as, “...all interstate waters
including interstate wetlands...intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent streams),
wetlands, [and] natural ponds, the use, degradation or destruction of which could affect interstate
or foreign commerce...” (33 CFR Section 328.3).
Limits of Corps’ jurisdiction:
(a) Territorial Seas. The limit of jurisdiction in the territorial seas is measured from the baseline
in a seaward direction a distance of three nautical miles. (See 33 CFR 329.12)
(b) Tidal Waters of the United States. The landward limits of jurisdiction in tidal waters:
(1) Extends to the high tide line, or
(2) When adjacent non-tidal waters of the United States are present, the jurisdiction
extends to the limits identified in paragraph (c) of this section.
(c) Non-Tidal Waters of the United States. The limits of jurisdiction in non-tidal waters:
(1) In the absence of adjacent wetlands, the jurisdiction extends to the ordinary
high water mark, or
(2) When adjacent wetlands are present, the jurisdiction extends beyond the
ordinary high water mark to the limit of the adjacent wetlands.
(3) When the water of the United States consists only of wetlands the jurisdiction
extends to the limit of the wetland.
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Section 404 jurisdiction in "other waters" such as lakes, ponds, and streams, extends to the
upward limit of the OHWM or the upward extent of any adjacent wetland. The OHWM on a
non-tidal water is:
•

the "line on shore established by the fluctuations of water and indicated by physical
characteristics such as a clear natural line impressed on the bank; shelving; changes in
the character of soil; destruction of terrestrial vegetation; the presence of litter or debris;
or other appropriate means that consider the characteristics of the surrounding areas" (33
CFR Section 328.3[e]).

Wetlands are defined as: “...those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground
water at a frequency and duration to support a prevalence of vegetation adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions” (33 CFR Section 328.8 [b]). Wetlands usually must possess
hydrophytic vegetation (i.e., plants adapted to inundated or saturated conditions), wetland
hydrology (e.g., topographic low areas, exposed water tables, stream channels), and hydric soils
(i.e., soils that are periodically or permanently saturated, inundated or flooded) to be regulated by
the Corps pursuant to Section 404 of the CWA.
8.1.1.1 Clean Water Rule 2015
In 2015, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Corps published the Clean Water
Rule (Rule): Definition of ‘‘Waters of the United States’’; Final Rule which defines the scope of
waters protected under the CWA. This Final Rule was published in light of the statute, science,
Supreme Court decisions in U.S. v. Riverside Bayview Homes, Solid Waste Agency of Northern
Cook County v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (SWANCC), and Rapanos v. United States
(Rapanos), and the agencies’ experience and technical expertise. The Rule reflects consideration
of the extensive public comments received on the proposed rule. The Rule was stayed in federal
court shortly after it was adopted in 2015. In August 2018, the stay was lifted and the Rule
became effective once again and remains in effect today. The Rule ensures protection for the
nation’s public health and aquatic resources and increases CWA program predictability and
consistency by clarifying the scope of “waters of the United States” protected under the Act.
The Rule only protects waters that have been historically covered by the CWA. A tributary, or
upstream water, must show physical features of flowing water – a bed, bank, and ordinary highwater mark – to warrant protection. The Rule provides protection for headwaters that have these
features and have a significant connection to downstream waters. Adjacent waters are defined by
three qualifying circumstances established by the Rule. These can include wetlands, ponds,
impoundments, and lakes which can impact the chemical, biological or physical integrity of
neighboring waters. All existing exclusions from longstanding agency practices are officially
established for the first time. Waters used in normal agricultural, ranching, or silvicultural
activities, as well as certain defined ditches, prior converted cropland, and waste treatment
systems continue to be excluded from CWA protection.
8.1.1.2 Permitting Corps Jurisdictional Areas
To remain in compliance with Section 404 of the CWA, project proponents and property owners
(applicants) are required to be permitted by the Corps prior to discharging or otherwise
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impacting waters of the United States. In many cases, the Corps must visit a proposed project
area (to conduct a “jurisdictional determination”) to confirm the extent of area falling under their
jurisdiction prior to authorizing any permit for that project area. Typically, at the time the
jurisdictional determination is conducted, applicants (or their representative) will discuss the
appropriate permit application that would be filed with the Corps for permitting the proposed
impact(s) to “waters of the United States.”
Pursuant to Section 404, the Corps normally provides two alternatives for permitting impacts to
the type of waters of the United States found in the project area. The first alternative would be to
use Nationwide Permit(s) (NWP). The second alternative is to apply to the Corps for an
Individual Permit (33 CFR Section 235.5(2)(b)). The application process for Individual Permits
is extensive and includes public interest review procedures (i.e., public notice and receipt of
public comments) and must contain an “alternatives analysis” that is prepared pursuant to
Section 404(b) of the CWA (33 U.S.C. 1344(b)). The alternatives analysis is also typically
reviewed by the federal EPA and thus brings another resource agency into the permitting
framework. Both the Corps and EPA take the initial viewpoint that there are practical
alternatives to the proposed project if there would be impacts to waters of the United States, and
the proposed permitted action is not a water dependent project (e.g., a pier or a dredging project).
Alternative analyses therefore must provide convincing reasons that the proposed permitted
impacts are unavoidable. Individual Permits may be available for use in the event that discharges
into regulated waters fail to meet conditions of NWP(s).
NWPs are a type of general permit administered by the Corps and issued on a nationwide basis
that authorize minor activities that affect Corps regulated waters. Under NWP, if certain
conditions are met, the specified activities can take place without the need for an individual or
regional permit from the Corps (33 CFR, Section 235.5[c][2]). In order to use NWP(s), a project
must meet 27 general nationwide permit conditions, and all specific conditions pertaining to the
NWP being used (as presented at 33 CFR Section 330, Appendices A and C). It is also important
to note that pursuant to 33 CFR Section 330.4(e), there may be special regional conditions or
modifications to NWPs that could have relevance to individual proposed projects. Finally,
pursuant to 33 CFR Section 330.6(a), Nationwide permittees may, and in some cases must,
request from the Corps confirmation that an activity complies with the terms and conditions of
the NWP intended for use (i.e., must receive “verification” from the Corps).
Prior to finalizing design plans, the applicant needs to be aware that the Corps maintains a policy
of “no net loss” of wetlands (waters of the United States) from project area development.
Therefore, it is incumbent upon applicants that propose to impact Corps regulated areas to
submit a mitigation plan that demonstrates that impacted regulated areas would be recreated (i.e.,
impacts would be mitigated). Typically, the Corps requires mitigation to be “in-kind” (i.e.,
seasonal wetlands would be filled, mitigation would include seasonal wetland mitigation), and at
a minimum of a 1:1 replacement ratio (i.e., one acre or fraction there of recreated for each acre or
fraction thereof lost). Often a 2:1 replacement ratio is required if the Permittee is responsible for
the mitigation. In some cases, the Corps allows “out-of-kind” mitigation if the compensation site
has greater value than the impacted site. Finally, there are many Corps approved wetland
mitigation banks where wetland mitigation credits can be purchased by applicants to meet
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mitigation compensation requirements. Mitigation banks have defined service areas and the
Corps may only allow their use when a project would have minimal impacts to wetlands.
8.1.2 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The project site does not support any areas that could be regulated by the Corps pursuant to
Section 404 of the CWA. Hence, prior authorization from the Corps should not be necessary for
this project.
8.2 California Regional Water Quality Control Board
8.2.1 SECTION 401 OF THE CLEAN WATER ACT

The SWRCB and RWQCB regulate activities in "waters of the State" (which includes wetlands)
through Section 401 of the CWA. While the Corps administers a permitting program that
authorizes impacts to waters of the United States, including wetlands and other waters, any Corps
permit authorized for a proposed project would be inoperative unless it is a NWP that has been
certified for use in California by the SWRCB, or if the RWQCB has issued a project specific
certification of water quality. Certification of NWPs requires a finding by the SWRCB that the
activities permitted by the NWP will not violate water quality standards individually or
cumulatively over the term of the permit (the term is typically for five years). Certification must be
consistent with the requirements of the federal CWA, the CEQA, the CESA, and the SWRCB’s
mandate to protect beneficial uses of waters of the State. Any denied (i.e., not certified) NWPs, and
all Individual Corps permits, would require a project specific RWQCB certification of water
quality.
8.2.2 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

There are no waters of the State on the project site. Hence, prior authorization from the RWQCB
pursuant to Section 401 is not necessary for this project.
8.2.3 PORTER-COLOGNE WATER QUALITY CONTROL ACT

The uncontrolled discharge of pollutants into impaired water bodies is considered particularly
detrimental. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), sediment is one of
the most widespread pollutants contaminating U.S. rivers and streams. Sediment runoff from
construction sites is 10 to 20 times greater than from agricultural lands and 1,000 to 2,000 times
greater than from forest lands. Consequently, the discharge of stormwater from large
construction sites is regulated by the RWQCB under the federal CWA and California’s PorterCologne Water Quality Control Act.
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, Water Code § 13260, requires that “any person
discharging waste, or proposing to discharge waste, that could affect the waters of the State to
file a report of discharge” with the RWQCB through an application for waste discharge (Water
Code Section 13260(a)(1). The term “waters of the State” is defined as any surface water or
groundwater, including saline waters, within the boundaries of the State (Water Code §
13050(e)). It should be noted that pursuant to the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, the
RWQCB also regulates “isolated wetlands,” or those wetlands considered to be outside of the
Corps’ jurisdiction pursuant to the SWANCC decision (see Corps Section above).
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The RWQCB generally considers filling in waters of the State to constitute “pollution.” Pollution
is defined as an alteration of the quality of the waters of the state by waste that unreasonably
affects its beneficial uses (Water Code §13050(1)). The RWQCB litmus test for determining if a
project should be regulated pursuant to the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act is if the
action could result in any “threat” to water quality.
The RWQCB requires complete pre- and post-development BMPs of any portion of the project
site that is developed. This means that a water quality treatment plan for the pre- and postdeveloped project site must be prepared and implemented. Preconstruction requirements must be
consistent with the requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES). That is, a SWPPP must be developed prior to the time that a site is graded (see
NPDES section below). In addition, a post construction BMPs plan, or a SWMP must be
developed and incorporated into any site development plan.
8.2.4 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

There are no waters of the State on the project site. However, since any “threat” to water quality
could conceivably be regulated pursuant to the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, care
will be required when constructing the proposed project to be certain that adequate pre- and postconstruction BMPs are incorporated into the project implementation plans to protect downstream
waterways.
New storm drainage infrastructure is proposed as part of the project to accommodate the increase
in impervious surfaces that will result from proposed development. On-site improvements will
capture storm water runoff and will treat and hydromodify this runoff within three bio-retention
basins on-site prior to discharge into the City stormdrain system (see Attachment A: Preliminary
Site Plan). In addition, the project will develop a SWPPP that will be submitted to the City of
Pleasant Hill as a condition of project approval demonstrating BMPs that will be
installed/implemented prior to development of the project. These stormwater treatment measures
will be implemented to ensure that the proposed project remains in compliance with the PorterCologne Water Quality Control Act. BMPs will include installation of silt fence on the western
project boundary along the slope adjacent to the Contra Costa Canal to ensure there is no
unintended sedimentation to this feature.
8.3 California Department of Fish and Wildlife Protections
8.3.1 SECTION 1602 OF CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME CODE

Pursuant to Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code: “An entity may not substantially
divert or obstruct the natural flow of, or substantially change or use any material from the bed,
channel, or bank of, any river, stream, or lake, or deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other
material containing crumbled, flaked, or ground pavement where it may pass into any river,
stream, or lake, unless all of the following occur:
(1) CDFW receives written notification regarding the activity in the manner prescribed by
CDFW. The notification shall include, but is not limited to, all of the following:
(A) A detailed description of the project’s location and a map.
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(B) The name, if any, of the river, stream, or lake affected.
(C) A detailed project description, including, but not limited to, construction plans and
drawings, if applicable.
(D) A copy of any document prepared pursuant to Division 13 (commencing with Section
21000) of the Public Resources Code.
(E) A copy of any other applicable local, state, or federal permit or agreement already
issued.
(F) Any other information required by CDFW” (Fish & Game Code 2014).
Please see Section 1602 of the current California Fish and Game Code for further details.
Please also note that while not stated in the regulations above, CDFW typically considers its
jurisdiction to include riparian vegetation (that is, the trees and bushes growing along the stream).
Thus, any proposed activity in a natural stream channel that would substantially adversely affect an
existing fish and/or wildlife resource, including its riparian vegetation, would require entering into
a Streambed Alteration Agreement (SBAA) with CDFW prior to commencing with work in the
stream. However, prior to authorizing such permits, CDFW typically reviews an analysis of the
expected biological impacts, any proposed mitigation plans that would be implemented to offset
biological impacts and engineering and erosion control plans.
8.3.2 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

There are no streams or drainages on the project site that would be regulated by the CDFW.
Hence, a SBAA with the CDFW would not be necessary for this project.
9. SWRCB/RWQCB – STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
9.1 Construction General Permit
While federal CWA NPDES regulations allow two permitting options for construction related
stormwater discharges (individual permits and General Permits), the SWRCB has elected to
adopt only one statewide Construction General Permit at this time that will apply to all
stormwater discharges associated with construction activity, except from those on Tribal Lands,
in the Lake Tahoe Hydrologic Unit, and those performed by the California Department of
Transportation (CalTrans).
The Construction General Permit requires all dischargers where construction activity disturbs
greater than one acre of land or those sites less than one acre that are part of a common plan of
development or sale that disturbs more than one acre of land surface to:
1.

Develop and implement a SWPPP which specifies BMPs that will prevent all
construction pollutants from contacting stormwater with the intent of keeping all products
of erosion from moving off site into receiving waters.

2.

Eliminate or reduce non-stormwater discharges to storm sewer systems and other waters
of the nation. Achieve quantitatively-defined (i.e., numeric) pollutant-specific discharge
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standards, and conduct much more rigorous monitoring based on the project’s projected
risk level.
3.

Perform inspections of all BMPs.

This Construction General Permit is implemented and enforced by the nine RWQCBs. It is also
enforceable through citizens’ suits and represents a dramatic shift in the State Water Board’s
approach to regulating new and redevelopment sites, imposing new affirmative duties and fixed
standards on builders and developers.
Types of Construction Activity Covered by the Construction General Permit
•
•
•

clearing,
grading,
disturbances to the ground such as stockpiling, or excavation that results in soil
disturbances of at least one acre or more of total land area.

Construction activity that results in soil disturbances to a smaller area would still be subject to
this General Permit if the construction activity is part of a larger common plan of development
that encompasses greater than one acre of soil disturbance, or if there is significant water quality
impairment resulting from the activity.
Construction activity does not include:
•
•
•

routine maintenance to maintain original line and grade,
hydraulic capacity, or original purpose of the facility,
nor does it include emergency construction activities required to protect public health
and safety.

The Construction General Permit includes several “post-construction” requirements. These
requirements entail that site designs provide no net increase in overall site runoff and match preproject hydrology by maintaining runoff volume and drainage concentrations. To achieve the
required results where impervious surfaces such as roofs and paved surfaces are being increased,
developers must implement non-structural off-setting BMPs, such as landform grading, site
design BMPs, and distributed structural BMPs (bioretention cells, rain gardens, and rain
cisterns). This “runoff reduction” approach is essentially a State Water Board-imposed
regulatory requirement to implement Low Impact Development (“LID”) design features. Volume
that cannot be addressed using non-structural BMPs must be captured in structural BMPs that are
approved by the RWQCB.
Improving the quality of site runoff is necessary to improve water quality in impaired and
threatened streams, rivers, and lakes (that is, water bodies on the EPA’s 303(d) list). The
RWQCB prioritizes the water bodies on the 303(d) list according to potential impacts to
beneficial uses. Beneficial uses can include a wide range of uses, such as nautical navigation;
wildlife habitat; fish spawning and migration; commercial fishing, including shellfish harvesting;
recreation, including swimming, surfing, fishing, boating, beachcombing, and more; water
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supply for domestic consumption or industrial processes; and groundwater recharge, among
other uses. The State is required to develop action plans and establish Total Maximum Daily
Loads (TMDLs) to improve water quality within these impaired water bodies. The TMDL is the
quantity of a pollutant that can be safely assimilated by a water body without violating the
applicable water quality standards.
Pursuant to the CWA, the RWQCB regulates construction discharges under the NPDES. The
project sponsor of construction or other activities that disturb more than 1 acre of land must
obtain coverage under NPDES Construction General Permit Order 2009-0009-DWQ,
administered by the RWQCB1.
9.1.1 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

To obtain coverage under the SWRCB administered Construction General Permit, the applicant
(typically through its civil engineer) must electronically file a number of permit-related
compliance documents (Permit Registration Documents (PRDs), including a Notice of Intent
(NOI), a risk assessment, site map, signed certification, SWPPP, Notice of Termination (NOT),
NAL exceedance reports, and other site-specific PRDs that may be required. The PRDs must be
prepared by a Qualified SWPPP Practitioner (QSP) or Qualified SWPPP Developer (QSD) and
filed by a Legally Responsible Person (LRP) on the RWQCB’s Stormwater Multi-Application
Report Tracking System (SMARTS). (QSDs are typically civil engineers, professional
hydrologists, engineering geologists, or landscape architects.) Once filed, these documents
become immediately available to the public for review and comment. At a minimum, the SWPPP
shall identify BMPs for implementation during project construction that are in accordance with
the applicable guidance and procedures contained in the California Stormwater Quality
Association’s California Stormwater Best Management Practices Handbook (2015).
9.2 RWQCB Municipal Storm Water Permitting Programs
The federal CWA was amended in 1987 to address urban stormwater runoff pollution of the
nation’s waters. In 1990, the EPA promulgated rules establishing Phase 1 of the NPDES
stormwater program. The Phase 1 program for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4s)
requires operators that serve populations of 100,000 or greater to implement a stormwater
management program to control polluted discharges from these MS4s. While Phase 1 of the
municipal stormwater program has focused on large urban areas, Phase 2 of the municipal
stormwater program was promulgated by the EPA for smaller urban areas including nontraditional Small MS4s, which are governmental facilities such as military bases, public
campuses, and prison and hospital complexes.
MS4 permits require the discharger (or dischargers that are permitted by the MS4 permittees) to
develop and implement a SWMP with the goal of reducing the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable (MEP). MEP is the performance standard specified in Section
1

CGP Order 2009-0009-DWQ remains in effect, but has been amended by CGP Order 2009-0014-DWQ, effective
February 14, 2011, and CGP Order 2009-0016-DWQ, effective July 17, 2012. The first amendment merely provided
additional clarification to Order 2009-0009-DWQ, while Order 2009-0016-DWQ eliminated numeric effluent limits
on pH and turbidity (except in the case of active treatment systems), in response to a legal challenge to the original
order.
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402(p) of the CWA. The management programs specify what BMPs will be used to address
certain program areas. The program areas include public education and outreach; illicit discharge
detection and elimination; construction and post-construction; and good housekeeping for
municipal operations. In general, medium and large municipalities are required to conduct
chemical monitoring, though small municipalities are not.
9.2.1 NPDES C.3 REQUIREMENTS

The NPDES C.3 requirements went into effect for any project (public or private) that is “deemed
complete” by the City or County (Lead Agency) on or after February 15, 2005, and which will
result in the creation or replacement (other than normal maintenance) of at least 10,000 square
feet of impervious surface area (roofs, streets, patios, parking lots, etc. Provision C.3 requires the
on-site treatment of stormwater prior to its discharge into downstream receiving waters. Note
that these requirements are in addition to the existing NPDES requirements for erosion and
sedimentation controls during project construction that are typically addressed through
acquisition of coverage under the SWRCB administered Construction General Permit. The C.3
requirements are typically required to be implemented by MS4 permittees (and their
constituencies).
Projects subject to Provision C3 must include the capture and on-site treatment of all stormwater
from the site prior to its discharge, including rainwater falling on building rooftops. Project
applicants are required to implement appropriate source control and site design measures and to
design and implement stormwater treatment measures in order to reduce the discharge of
stormwater pollutants to the maximum extent practicable. While the CWA does not define
“maximum extent practicable,” the Stormwater Quality Management Plans required as a
condition of the municipal NPDES permits identify control measures (BMPs) and, where
applicable, performance standards, to establish the level of effort required to satisfy the
maximum extent practicable criterion. It is ultimately up to the professional judgment of the
reviewing municipal staff in the individual jurisdictions to determine whether a project’s
proposed stormwater controls will satisfy the maximum extent practicable criterion. However,
there are numeric criteria used to ensure that treatment BMPs have been adequately sized to
accommodate and treat a site’s stormwater. The C3 requirements are quite extensive, and their
complete explanation is not provided here. However, the following are minimums that should be
understood and adhered to:
•

The applicant must provide a detailed and realistic site design and impervious surface
area calculations. This site design and calculations will be used by the Lead Agency
(County or City) to determine/verify the amount of impervious surface area that is
being created or replaced. It should include all proposed buildings, roads, walkways,
parking lots, landscape areas, etc., that are being created or redeveloped. If large
(greater than 10,000 square feet) lots are being created an effort will need to be made
to determine the total impervious surface area that could be created on that parcel. For
example, if only a portion of the lot is shown as a “building envelope” then the lead
agency will need to consider that a driveway will have to be constructed to access the
envelope and that the envelope will then be developed as shown. If the C.3 thresholds
are met (creation/redevelopment of 10,000 square feet of impervious surface area), a
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Stormwater Control Plan (SWCP) (if required by the Lead Agency, or whatever steps
for compliance with Provision C3 are required locally) must accompany the
application.
•

If a SWCP is required by the Lead Agency for the project it must be stamped by a
Licensed Civil Engineer, Architect, or Landscape Architect.

9.2.2 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The Cities of Contra Costa County are organized as a collaborative to work on some elements of
their stormwater permit compliance. This collaborative program is called the Contra Costa Clean
Water Program. Each of the Dischargers is individually responsible for adopting and enforcing
ordinances, implementing assigned BMPs to prevent or reduce pollutants in stormwater, and
providing funds for capital, operation, and maintenance expenditures necessary to implement
such BMPs for the storm drain system that it owns and/or operates.
In Contra Costa County, for private development projects such as the proposed project, the
Department of Conservation and Development is responsible for determining if the NPDES C.3
thresholds are met. If the C.3 thresholds are met (creation/redevelopment of 10,000 square feet
of impervious surface area), a Stormwater Control Plan (SWCP) (based on a checklist) is
submitted as part of the project approval process. The more technical checking of the SWCP is
typically completed by the Public Works Department, Engineering Services Division. Thus, it
can be expected that the Public Works Department, Engineering Services Division, will review
and approve a “preliminary” SWCP prior to the time that the Department of Conservation and
Development will deem the project application complete. If C.3 compliance is required, the
Public Works Department will include a Condition of Approval that requires that all
development documents (including plans) be in compliance with the SWCP.
10. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA) REGULATIONS
A CEQA lead agency must determine if a proposed activity constitutes a project requiring further
review pursuant to the CEQA. Pursuant to CEQA, a lead agency would have to determine if
there could be significant adverse impacts to the environment from a proposed project.
Typically, if within the city limits, the city would be the CEQA lead agency. If a discretionary
permit (i.e., conditional use permit) would be required for a project (e.g. an occupancy permit
must be issued), the lead agency typically must determine if there could be significant
environmental impacts. This is usually accomplished by an “Initial Study.” If there could be
significant environmental impacts, the lead agency must determine an appropriate level of
environmental review prior to approving and/or otherwise permitting the impacts. In some cases,
there are “Categorical Exemptions” that apply to the proposed activity; thus, the activity is
exempt from CEQA. The Categorical Exemptions are provided in CEQA. There are also
Statutory Exemptions in CEQA that must be investigated for any proposed project. If the project
is not exempt from CEQA, the lowest level of review typically reserved for projects with no
significant effects on the environment would be for the lead agency to prepare a “Negative
Declaration.” If a proposed project would have only minimal impacts that can be mitigated to a
level of no significance pursuant to the CEQA, then a “Mitigated Negative Declaration” (MND)
is typically prepared by the lead agency. Finally, those projects that may have significant effects
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on the environment, or that have impacts that can’t be mitigated to a level considered less than
significant pursuant to the CEQA, typically must be reviewed via an Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). All CEQA review documents are subject to public circulation, and comment
periods.
Section 15380 of CEQA defines “endangered” species as those whose survival and reproduction
in the wild are in immediate jeopardy from one or more causes, including loss of habitat, change
in habitat, overexploitation, predation, competition, disease, or other factors. “Rare” species are
defined by CEQA as those who are in such low numbers that they could become endangered if
their environment worsens; or the species is likely to become endangered within the foreseeable
future throughout all or a significant portion of its range and may be considered “threatened” as
that term is used in FESA. The CEQA Guidelines also state that a project will normally have a
significant effect on the environment if it will “substantially affect a rare or endangered species
of animal or plant or the habitat of the species.” The significance of impacts to a species under
CEQA, therefore, must be based on analyzing actual rarity and threat of extinction to that species
despite its legal status or lack thereof.
10.1.1 APPLICABILITY TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

This report has been prepared as a Biology section that is suitable for incorporation by the CEQA
lead agency (in this case the City of Pleasant Hill) into a CEQA review document such as an
MND or an EIR. This document addresses potential impacts to species that would be defined as
endangered or rare pursuant to Section 15380 of the CEQA.
11. IMPACTS ANALYSIS
Below the criteria used in assessing impacts to Biological Resources is presented.
11.1 Significance Criteria
A significant impact is determined using CEQA and CEQA Guidelines. Pursuant to CEQA
§21068, a significant effect on the environment means a substantial, or potentially substantial,
adverse change in the environment. Pursuant to CEQA Guideline §15382, a significant effect on
the environment is further defined as a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in
any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the project including land, air, water,
minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historical or aesthetic significance. Other
Federal, State, and local agencies’ considerations and regulations are also used in the evaluation
of significance of proposed actions.
Direct and indirect adverse impacts to biological resources are classified as “significant,”
“potentially significant,” or “less than significant.” Biological resources are broken down into
four categories: vegetation, wildlife, threatened and endangered species, and regulated “waters of
the United States” and/or stream channels.
11.1.1 THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

11.1.1.1 Plants, Wildlife, Waters
In accordance with Appendix G (Environmental Checklist Form) of the CEQA Guidelines,
implementing the project would have a significant biological impact if it would:
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•

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS.

•

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFW or
USFWS.

•

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected “wetlands” as defined by Section
404 of the CWA (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means.

•

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.

•

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance.

•

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted HCP, Natural Community Conservation Plan,
or other approved local, regional, or state HCP.

11.1.1.2 Waters of the United States and State.
Pursuant to Section 404 of the CWA (33 U.S.C. 1344), the Corps regulates the discharge of
dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, which includes wetlands, as discussed in
the bulleted item above, and also includes “other waters” (stream channels, rivers) (33 CFR Parts
328 through 330). Substantial impacts to Corps regulated areas on a project site would be
considered a significant adverse impact. Similarly, pursuant to Section 401 of the CWA, and to
the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, the RWQCB regulates impacts to waters of the
state. Thus, substantial impacts to RWQCB regulated areas on a project site would also be
considered a significant adverse impact.
11.1.1.3 Stream Channels
Pursuant to Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code, CDFW regulates activities that
divert, obstruct, or alter stream flow, or substantially modify the bed, channel, or bank of a stream
which CDFW typically considers including riparian vegetation. Any proposed activity that would
result in substantial modifications to a natural stream channel would be considered a significant
adverse impact.
12. IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND PROPOSED MITIGATION
In this section we discuss potential impacts to sensitive biological resources including specialstatus animal species, nesting birds, and protected trees. We follow each impact with a mitigation
prescription that when implemented would reduce impacts to the greatest extent possible.
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12.1 Impact BIO-1. Development of The Project Could Have A Potentially Significant
Adverse Impact on Special-Status Bats (Potentially Significant).
The Townsend’s big-eared bat and pallid bat are both California “species of special concern.”
The “species of special concern” status designation does not provide any special legally
mandated protection for this bat species. However, this status designation likely meets the
definition of “rare” pursuant to the CEQA. As such, potential impacts to this bat species should
be considered during any CEQA review.
The building and trees on the project site provide marginal roosting habitat for these two bat
species. Preconstruction surveys will be conducted prior to building demolition and any tree
removal to ensure that there are no impacts to these special-status bat species. Accordingly,
impacts to special-status bats are regarded as potentially significant pursuant to the CEQA.
These impacts could be mitigated to levels considered less than significant pursuant to CEQA.
12.2 Mitigation BIO-1. Mitigation for Potential Impacts to Special-Status Bats.
The likelihood is extremely low that either special-status bat species mentioned above would be
found on the project site. However, in order to avoid potential impacts to roosting special-status
bats, a preconstruction survey of the building and any trees slated for removal shall be conducted
15 days prior to commencement of project activities. Building eaves and attics, as well as tree
cavities and exfoliated bark that could provide roosting or maternity habitat shall be examined
for evidence of use by bats. All bat surveys should be conducted by a biologist with known
experience surveying for bats. If roosts are found, a determination should be made whether there
are young present. If a maternity site is found, impacts will be avoided until the young have
reached independence. If adults are found roosting but no maternity sites are found, then the
adult bats can be flushed prior to the time the building or tree in question would be removed or
disturbed.
Implementation of this mitigation measure would reduce impacts to special-status bats to a level
considered less than significant pursuant to CEQA.
12.3 Impact BIO-2. Development of The Project Could Have a Potentially Significant
Adverse Impact on Nesting Birds (Potentially Significant).
Red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus), and redshouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus) are all known from the area and could nest on the project site.
Common song birds (passerine birds) could also nest on the project site. All of these birds are
protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (50 CFR 10.13) and their eggs and young are
protected under California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503, 3503.5. Any project-related
impacts to these species would be considered a significant adverse impact. Potential impacts to
these species from the proposed project include disturbance to nesting birds and possibly death
of adults and/or young. In the absence of survey results, it must be concluded that impacts to
nesting raptors and song birds from the proposed project would be potentially significant pursuant
to CEQA.
This impact could be mitigated to a level considered less than significant.
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12.4 Mitigation Measure BIO-2. Mitigation for Potential Impacts to Nesting Birds.
To avoid impacts to nesting birds, a nesting survey shall be conducted 15 days prior to
commencing with construction work or tree removal, if this work would commence between
February 1 and August 31. The nesting survey should include an examination of the building and
all trees on-site and within 200 feet of the entire project site (i.e., within a zone of influence of
nesting birds), not just trees slated for removal. The zone of influence includes those areas
outside the project site where birds could be disturbed by earth-moving vibrations and/or other
construction-related noise.
If birds are identified nesting on or within the zone of influence of the construction project, a
qualified biologist shall establish a temporary protective nest buffer around the nest(s). The nest
buffer should be staked with orange construction fencing. The buffer must be of sufficient size to
protect the nesting site from construction-related disturbance and shall be established by a
qualified ornithologist or biologist with extensive experience working with nesting birds near
and on construction sites. Typically, adequate nesting buffers are 50 feet from the nest site or
nest tree dripline for small birds and up to 300 feet for sensitive nesting birds that include several
raptor species known the region of the project site.
No construction or earth-moving activity shall occur within any established nest protection
buffer prior to September 1, unless it is determined by a qualified ornithologist/biologist that the
young have fledged (that is, left the nest) and have attained sufficient flight skills to avoid project
construction zones, or that the nesting cycle is otherwise completed. In the region of the project
site, most species complete nesting by mid-July. This date can be significantly earlier or later and
would have to be determined by the qualified biologist. At the end of the nesting cycle, as
determined by a qualified biologist, the temporary nesting buffers may be removed, and
construction may commence in established nesting buffers without further regard for the nest
site.
Implementation of these mitigation measures would reduce impacts to nesting birds to a level
regarded as less than significant pursuant to CEQA.
12.5 Impact Bio-3. Development of The Project Would Have a Significant Adverse Impact
on Trees (Significant).
M&A reviewed the Arborist Report provided by HortScience | Bartlett Consulting, dated
December 2019 (Attachment B), which indicate the locations of the 167 trees on-site, representing
29 species. A total of 93 trees will be directly impacted by the proposed project, including 28
“protected” trees that will need to be removed to accommodate the proposed development plan. The
remaining 74 trees will be preserved, including 33 “protected” trees. According to the City of
Pleasant Hill’s Tree Ordinance, a tree removal permit or prior approval in concurrence with the
development project is required to remove any trees within the City limits. Removal of a protected
tree without a tree permit from the City of Pleasant Hill is considered a significant impact pursuant
to CEQA.
This impact could be mitigated to a level considered less than significant pursuant to CEQA.
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12.6 Mitigation Measure BIO-3. Mitigation for Potential Impacts to Trees.
Since the project will be obtaining a discretionary permit, the application for a Tree Removal
Permit needs to be included as part of the application for the proposed project. Proposed tree
removal and work within tree drip lines will be evaluated by the City’s staff pursuant to the Tree
Preservation and Protection Ordinance. Any tree permit approved for the proposed project would
include conditions of approval for the restitution of any tree approved to be removed, protection
of remaining trees where work may occur within the driplines of the trees, and any other
protection measures prescribed by the project’s arborist.
Mitigation for the removal of the 28 “protected” trees could include either the planting of native
trees on-site, incorporating these trees into the project’s proposed landscaping plan, or planting
the trees at a location determined by the City in agreement with the applicant. Or, if planting onsite is not feasible, the applicant may be allowed to pay an in-lieu fee to the City. This would be
determined by the City at the time the applicant applies for a Tree Removal Permit.
Implementation of these mitigation measures would reduce the project’s impact to protected
trees and encroachment impacts into riparian canopy to a level regarded as less than significant.
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Table 1
Plant Species Observed on the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Gymnosperms
Cupressaceae
Calocedrus decurrens
Sequoia sempervirens

Incense cedar
Redwood

Pinaceae
*Cedrus deodara
*Pinus halepensis
*Pinus pinea

Deodar cedar
Aleppo pine
Italian stone pine

Angiosperms - Dicots

Aizoaceae
*Mesembryanthemum crystallinum

Crystalline iceplant

Anacardiaceae
*Pistacia atlantica
*Schinus molle

Atlantic pistachio
Peruvian pepper tree

Apiaceae
*Torilis arvensis

Tall sock destroyer

Apocynaceae
*Nerium oleander

Oleander

Aquifoliaceae
*Ilex aquifolium

English holly

Araliaceae
*Hedera helix

English ivy

Asteraceae
*Carduus pycnocephalus subsp. pycnocephalus
*Lactuca serriola
*Silybum marianum

Italian thistle
Prickly lettuce
Milk thistle

Berberidaceae
Nandina domestica

Heavenly bamboo

Brassicaceae
*Hirschfeldia incana

Short-podded mustard

Cactaceae
*Opuntia sp.

Prickly pear

Ericaceae
Arbutus unedo

Strawberry tree

Fabaceae
Acmispon americanus var. americanus
*Trifolium hirtum
*Vicia villosa

* Indicates a non-native species

Spanish-clover
Rose clover
Winter vetch
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Table 1
Plant Species Observed on the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Fagaceae
Quercus agrifolia var. agrifolia
*Quercus ilex
Quercus lobata
*Quercus suber

Coast live oak
Holly oak
Valley oak
Cork oak

Geraniaceae
*Erodium botrys

Broad-leaf filaree

Hamamelidaceae
*Liquidambar styraciflua

Liquidambar

Lythraceae
*Lagerstroemia indica

Crape-myrtle

Magnoliaceae
*Magnolia grandiflora

Magnolia

Malvaceae
*Malva parviflora

Cheeseweed

Myrsinaceae
*Lysimachia arvensis

Scarlet pimpernel

Myrtaceae
*Callistemon citrinus

Crimson bottlebrush

Oleaceae
*Fraxinus oxycarpa
*Ligustrum japonicum

Raywood ash
Japanese privet

Onagraceae
Epilobium brachycarpum

Summer cottonweed

Platanaceae
Platanus xhispanica

London Plane Tree

Polygonaceae
*Rumex crispus

Curly dock

Rhamnaceae
Ceanothus sp.

Ceanothus

Rosaceae
*Cotoneaster sp.
Heteromeles arbutifolia
*Prunus dulcis
Prunus sp.
*Pyrus calleryana

Cotoneaster
Toyon
Almond tree
Prunus
Callery pear

Sapindaceae
*Acer palmatum
Aesculus californica

Japanese maple
California buckeye

Angiosperms -Monocots
* Indicates a non-native species
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Table 1
Plant Species Observed on the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Amaryllidaceae
*Agapanthus orientalis

Lilly-of-the-Nile

Arecaceae
*Washingtonia robusta

Mexican fan palm

Asparagaceae
*Asparagus setaceus

Asparagus

Iridaceae
Iris sp.

Iris

Poaceae
*Bromus diandrus
*Bromus hordeaceus

* Indicates a non-native species

Ripgut grass
Soft chess
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Table 2
Wildlife Species Observed on the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Birds
Wild turkey
Mourning dove
Anna's hummingbird
California scrub jay
American crow
Tree swallow
Chestnut-backed chickadee
Oak titmouse
Bushtit
American robin
Dark-eyed junco

Meleagris gallopavo
Zenaida macroura
Calypte anna
Aphelocoma californica
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Tachycineta bicolor
Poecile rufescens
Baeolophus inornatus
Psaltriparus minimus
Turdus migratorius
Junco hyemalis

Mammals
Fox squirrel
Botta's pocket gopher

Sciurus niger
Thomomys bottae
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Adoxaceae

Viburnum ellipticum
Western viburnum

Chaparral; cismontane
woodland; lower montane
coniferous forest.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Marshes and swamps
(coastal, fresh, or brackish).
0 to 200 meters.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

April-August

Occurs on clay in vernal
pools and grassland

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

April-October

Marshes and swamps
(brackish or freshwater);
riparian scrub.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

CNPS:

CR
Rank 1B.1

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

CR
Rank 1B

February-May

Chaparral; coastal prairie;
meadows; valley and foothill
grassland; [clay and
serpentine].

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

CR
Rank 1B.2

April-May

Broad-leaf upland forest;
chaparral; valley and foothill
grassland; [rocky].

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 2B.3

May-July

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 2B.1

July-September

Apiaceae

Cicuta maculata bolanderi
Bolander's waterhemlock

Eryngium jepsonii
Button-celery

Lilaeopsis masonii
Mason's lilaeopsis

Sanicula maritima
Adobe sanicle

Sanicula saxatilis
Rock sanicle

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Fed:
State:

Rank 1B.2
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Asteraceae

Blepharizonia plumosa
Big tarplant

Centromadia parryi congdonii
Congdon's tarplant

Cirsium andrewsii
Franciscan thistle

Helianthella castanea
Diablo helianthella

Holocarpha macradenia
Santa Cruz tarplant

Isocoma arguta
Carquinez goldenbush

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

July-October

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

May-November

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Valley and foothill grassland. Record for this species located 3.0
miles south of the project site
(Occurrence No. 12).

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Valley and foothill grassland
(alkaline).

Record for this species located 0.7- None. Site is developed with
mile southeast of the project site
church building and parking lots.
(Occurrence No. 2).
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

June-July

Broadleafed upland forest;
coastal bluff scrub;
[sometimes serpentinite].

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Rank 1B.2

March-June

Broadleafed upland forest;
chaparral; cismontane
woodland; coastal scrub;
riparian woodland; valley
and foothill grassland.

Record for this species located 3.0
miles southwest of the project site
(Occurrence No. 46).

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FT
CE
Rank 1B.1

June-October

Coastal prairie; valley and
foothill grassland; [often
clay].

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

August-December

Valley and foothill grassland
(alkaline).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Lasthenia conjugens
Contra Costa goldfields

Madia radiata
Showy golden madia

Monolopia gracilens
Small-flowered monolopia

Senecio aphanactis
Chaparral ragwort

Symphyotrichum lentum
Suisun Marsh aster

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FE
Rank 1B.1

March-June

Valley and foothill grassland
(mesic); vernal pools.

Record for this species located 2.7
miles east of the project site
(Occurrence No. 11).

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

March-May

Cismontane woodland;
valley and foothill grassland.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

March-July

Coniferous and broadleafed
upland forest openings,
chaparral openings, and
serpentine valley and foothill
grassland. Elevation 1001200 m.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 2B.2

January-April

Foothill woodland; coastal
scrub; (alkaline).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

August-November

Marshes and swamps
(brackish and fresh water)

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

March-June

Cismontane woodland,
valley and foothill grassland,
coastal bluff scrub.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Boraginaceae

Amsinckia lunaris
Bent-flowered fiddleneck
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Phacelia phacelioides
Mount Diablo phacelia

Plagiobothrys diffusus
San Francisco popcornflower

Plagiobothrys hystriculus
Bearded-nut popcornflower

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

April-May

Chaparral; cismontane
woodland; [rocky];
occasionally serpentine soils.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

CE
Rank 1B

April-June

Coastal prairie; valley and
foothill grassland?

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

April-May

Valley and foothill
grasslands (mesic); vernal
pools.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FE
CE
Rank 1B.1

March-July

Inland dunes.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

April-June

Chaparral; valley and foothill Based on USGS 9-quad search:
grassland; [serpentinite].
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS: Rank 1B.3

March-June

Chaparral; valley and foothill Based on USGS 9-quad search:
grassland; [rocky].
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Brassicaceae

Erysimum capitatum angustatum
Contra Costa wallflower

Streptanthus albidus peramoenus
Uncommon jewelflower

Streptanthus hispidus
Mount Diablo jewelflower
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Tropidocarpum capparideum
Caper-fruited tropidocarpum

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Valley and foothill grassland
(alkaline hills).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Chaparral (rocky, usually
serpentinite).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

February-May

Alkaline marshes, mud flats,
meadows, hot springs.
Occurs at elevations less
than 200 M.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Rank 1B.2

April-October

Chenopod scrub; meadows;
valley and foothill grassland;
[alkaline].

Record for this species located 2.6
miles east of the project site
(Occurrence No. 87).

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS: Rank 1B.3

January-March

Chaparral (sandstone).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

March-April

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

May-June

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Campanulaceae

Campanula exigua
Chaparral harebell

Caryophyllaceae

Spergularia macrotheca longistyla
Long-styled sand-spurrey

Chenopodiaceae

Extriplex joaquinana
San Joaquin spearscale

Ericaceae

Arctostaphylos auriculata
Mount Diablo manzanita
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Arctostaphylos manzanita laevigata
Contra Costa manzanita

Arctostaphylos pallida
Pallid manzanita

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

January-February

Chaparral (rocky),

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FT
CE
Rank 1B.1

January-December

Broad-leaved upland forest;
chaparral; cismontane
woodland; [siliceous shale]

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:

March-June

Playas; mesic grasslands
(adobe clay), vernal pools
(alkaline).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

May-August

Chaparral, cismontane
Based on USGS 9-quad search:
woodland, riparian woodland record located outside 3-mile
(serpentinite, mesic)
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

May-September

Marshes and swamps
(freshwater and brackish).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

April-June

Marshes and swamps; valley
and foothill grassland
(mesic, alkaline); vernal
pools. 0-300 m.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fabaceae

Astragalus tener tener
Alkali milkvetch

Hoita strobilina
Loma Prieta hoita

Lathyrus jepsonii jepsonii
Delta tule pea

Trifolium hydrophilum
Saline clover
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fissidentaceae

Fissidens pauperculus
Minute pocket-moss

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B

Jan--Jan-

North coast coniferous forest
(damp coastal soil)

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

April-June

Chaparral; cismontane
Record for this species located 2.9
woodland; valley and foothill miles southwest of the project site
grassland.
(Occurrence No. 31).

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:

February-April

State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

Coastal prairie; coastal
scrub; valley and foothill
grassland; [often
serpentinite].

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

May-July

Chaparral; cismontane
Based on USGS 9-quad search:
woodland; valley and foothill record located outside 3-mile
grassland; [mostly
radius of project site.
serpentinite].

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

May-September

Chaparral.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Liliaceae

Calochortus pulchellus
Mt. Diablo fairy lantern

Fritillaria liliacea
Fragrant fritillary

Linaceae

Hesperolinon breweri
Brewer's western flax

Malvaceae

Malacothamnus hallii
Hall's bush mallow
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Sidalcea keckii
Keck's checkerbloom

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FE
Rank 1B

April-May

Cismontane woodland;
valley and foothill grassland.
Some sightings on
serpentinite.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 4

April-July

Cismontane woodland;
chaparral.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:

May-July

Coastal scrub; valley and
foothill grassland;
(serpentinite).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

CNPS:

FE
CE
Rank 1B

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FE
CE
Rank 1B.1

March-September

Interior dunes.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

June-October

Marshes and swamps
(coastal salt).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FE
CR
Rank 1B.2

July-September

Marshes and swamps
(coastal salt).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Onagraceae

Clarkia concinna autommixa
Santa Clara red ribbons

Clarkia franciscana
Presidio clarkia

Oenothera deltoides howellii
Antioch dunes evening-primrose

Orobanchaceae

Chloropyron maritimum palustre
Point Reyes salty bird's-beak

Chloropyron molle molle
Soft bird's-beak
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Cordylanthus nidularius
Mount Diablo bird's-beak

Status*
Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FC
CR
Rank 1B.1

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

July-August

Chaparral (serpentinite).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

March-April

Coastal prairie and coastal
scrub. Elevation 250-620
meters.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

June-July

Alkaline or semi-alkaline,
sandy.
Chaparral (openings or
edges)

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Papaveraceae

Meconella oregana
Oregon meconella

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

Polemoniaceae

Eriastrum ertterae
Lime Ridge eriastrum

Gilia millefoliata
Dark-eyed gilia

Navarretia gowenii
Lime Ridge navarretia

Navarretia nigelliformis radians
Shining navarretia

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

Fed:
State:

April-July

Coastal dunes

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

CNPS:

Rank 1B

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

May-June

Chaparral.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

May-June

Cismontane woodland;
valley and foothill grassland;
slightly mesic depressions.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Polygonaceae

Chorizanthe robusta robusta
Robust spineflower

Eriogonum luteolum caninum
Tiburon buckwheat

Eriogonum truncatum
Mount Diablo buckwheat

Polygonum marinense
Marin knotweed

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

FE
Rank 1B.1

May-September

Cismontane woodland
(openings); coastal dunes;
coastal scrub.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

June-September

Chaparral; coastal prairie;
valley and foothill grassland;
[serpentinite].

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:

April-September

Chaparral; coastal scrub;
valley and foothill grassland;
[sandy].

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 3

June-August

Marshes and swamps
(coastal salt).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 2.2

May-July

Marshes and swamps
(assorted shallow freshwter).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 2.2

April-June

Cismontane woodland
(mesic).

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Potamogetonaceae

Stuckenia filiformis alpina
Slender-leaved pondweed

Ranunculaceae

Delphinium californicum interius
Hospital Canyon larkspur
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

Rosaceae

Horkelia cuneata sericea
Kellogg's horkelia

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.1

April-September

Closed-cone coniferous
forest; coastal scrub.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 2.1

May-August

Marshes and swamps;
intertidal mudflats.

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Fed:
State:
CNPS:

Rank 1B.2

January-April

Chaparral; riparian,
broadleaf, and coniferous
woodlands and forests;
[mesic locations].

Based on USGS 9-quad search:
record located outside 3-mile
radius of project site.

None. Site is developed with
church building and parking lots.
Undeveloped areas are
landscaped. Not expected onsite;
no impacts anticipated.

Scrophulariaceae

Limosella australis
Delta mudwort

Thymelaeaceae

Dirca occidentalis
Western leatherwood
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Table 3
Special-Status Plant Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Family
Taxon
Common Name

Status*

Flowering Period

Habitat

Area Locations

Probability on Project Site

*Status
Federal:
FE - Federal Endangered
FT - Federal Threatened
FPE - Federal Proposed Endangered
FPT - Federal Proposed Threatened
FC - Federal Candidate

State:
CE CT CR CC CSC -

California Endangered
California Threatened
California Rare
California Candidate
California Species of Special Concern

CNPS:
Rank 1A - Presumed extinct in California
Rank 1B - Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere
Rank 1B.1 - Seriously endangered in California (over 80% occurrences threatened/
high degree and immediacy of threat)
Rank 1B.2 - Fairly endangered in California (20-80% occurrences threatened)
Rank 1B.3 - Not very endangered in California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no
current threats known)

CNPS Continued:
Rank 2
- Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common
elsewhere
Rank 2A - Extirpated in California, common elsewhere
Rank 2B.1 - Seriously endangered in California, but more common elsewhere
Rank 2B.2 - Fairly endangered in California, but more common elsewhere
Rank 2B.3 - Not very endangered in California, but more common elsewhere
Rank 3
- Plants about which we need more information (Review List)
Rank 3.1 - Plants about which we need more information (Review List)
Seriously endangered in California
Rank 3.2 - Plants about which we need more information (Review List)
Fairly endangered in California
Rank 4
- Plants of limited distribution - a watch list
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Table 4
Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Invertebrates
Conservancy fairy shrimp
Branchinecta conservatio

Vernal pool fairy shrimp
Branchinecta lynchi

Vernal pool tadpole shrimp
Lepidurus packardi

Fed:
FE
State: Other:

Endemic to the northern parts of the Central
Valley. Prefers larger, turbid vernal pools
located in alluvial swales.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FT
State: Other:

Endemic to the grasslands of the Central
Valley, central coast mountains, and south
coast mountains. Inhabit static rainfilled/vernal pools, small, clear water
sandstone-depression pools and grassed
swale, earth slump, or basalt-flow depression

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FE
State: Other:

Inhabits large vernal pools with turbid and/or
silty water. Mud substrate typical.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FE
State: Other:

Found in stabilized sand dunes along the San
Joaquin River at Antioch (Contra Costa
County). Buckwheat (Eriogonum nudum var.
auriculatum) is the host plant. Nectars on
other wildflowers as well as the buckwheat.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FT
State: Other:

Found in serpentine grasslands around San
Francisco Bay. Dwarf plantain (Plantago
erecta) is the larvae's host plant. Owl's-clover
(Castilleja spp.) is a nectar source.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Insects
Lange's metalmark butterfly
Apodemia mormo langei

Bay checkerspot butterfly
Euphydryas editha bayensis
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Table 4
Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species
Callippe silverspot butterfly
Speyeria callippe callippe

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
FE
State: Other:

Occurs in grassland habitats and shrubby
woodlands around San Francisco Bay. Viola
pedunculata is the host plant. Males
congregate on hilltops.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FT
State: Other:

Found in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
Rivers and their tributaries. Migrates through
the estuary to spawning grounds. Eggs are
laid in small and medium gravel and need a
good water flow to survive.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CT
Other:

Endemic to the Sacramento-San Joaquin
River system. Inhabits open waters in the
Delta and Suisun Bay. After spawning, larvae
are carried downstream to brackish nursery
areas.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Endemic to the lakes and rivers of the Central
Valley; now confined to the delta, Suisun
Bay, and associated marshes. Inhabits slow
moving river sections and dead-end sloughs.
Needs flooded vegetation for spawning.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

Historically found in the sloughs, slowmoving rivers, and lakes of the Central
Valley. Prefer warm water. Aquatic
vegetation is essential for young. Tolerate
wide range of physico-chemical water
conditions.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FE
State: CSC
Other:

Brackish water habitats along the California
coast from Agua Henionda Lagoon, San
Diego County to the mouth of the Smith
River.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fish
Steelhead - California Central Valley ESU
Oncorhynchus mykiss

Longfin smelt
Spirinichus thaleichthys

Sacramento splittail
Pogonichthys macrolepidotus

Sacramento perch
Archoplites interruptus

Tidewater goby
Eucyclogobius newberryi
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Table 4
Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Amphibians
California tiger salamander (Cnt Vly DPS)
Ambystoma californiense

California red-legged frog
Rana draytonii

Foothill yellow-legged frog
Rana boylii

Fed:
FT
State: CT
Other:

Found in grassland habitats of the valleys and
foothills. Requires burrows for aestivation
and standing water until late spring (May) for
larvae to metamorphose.

Record for this species located 1.6
miles north of the project site
(Occurrence No. 413).

None. The closest occurrence is separated by
roads and dense urban development. Site is
heavily developed and does not provide
suitable habitat. No impact expected.

Fed:
FT
State: CSC
Other:

Occurs in lowlands and foothills in deeper
pools and streams, usually with emergent
wetland vegetation. Requires 11-20 weeks of
permanent water for larval development.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CC
Other:

Found in partially shaded, shallow streams
with rocky substrates. Requires perenial pools
or flowing water. Needs some cobble-sized
rocks as a substrate for egg laying. Requires
water for 15 weeks for larval transformation.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Inhabits ponds, marshes, rivers, streams, and
irrigation ditches with aquatic vegetation.
Needs suitable basking sites and upland
habitat for egg laying. Occurs in the Central
Valley and Contra Costa County.

Record for this species located 2.5
miles north of the project site
(Occurrence No. 1340).

None. Adjacent canal does not provide suitable
habitat. Site is heavily developed and does not
provide suitable habitat. No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

Range extends from Northern California to
southern San Diego County, California. It
frequents areas with abundant, open
vegetation such as chaparral or coastal sage
scrub with sandy substrates.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Reptiles
Western pond turtle **
Emys marmorata

Coast horned lizard
Phrynosoma blainvillii
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Table 4
Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species
Northern California legless lizard
Anniella pulchra

Alameda Whipsnake
Masticophis lateralis euryxanthus

Giant gartersnake
Thamnophis gigas

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Occurs from the southern edge of the San
Joaquin River in northern Contra Costa
County south to Ventura County. Inhabit
sandy soil/dune area with bush lupine and
moch heather as dominant plants. Moist soil
is essential.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FT
State: CT
Other:

Coastal scrub and chaparral habitats of
Contra Costa and Alameda Counties. Prefers
south-facing slopes with a mosaic of shrubs,
trees, and grassland.

Record for this species located 2.1
miles west of the project site
(Occurrence No. 57).

None. The closest occurrence is separated by
roads and dense urban development. Site is
heavily developed and does not provide
suitable habitat. No impact expected.

Fed:
FT
State: CT
Other:

Inhabits freshwater marshes and low gradient
streams. Also found in drainage canals and
irrigation ditches.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
State: WL
Other:

Ocean Shore, bays, fresh-water lakes, and
larger streams. Large nests built in tree-tops
within 5-6 miles of good fish producing body
of water.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
State: CE
Other:

Ocean shorelines, lake margins, and river
courses for both nesting and wintering. Most
nests within one mile of water.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Nests on the ground or in shrubby vegetation
typically in grasslands, fallow farm lands,
near freshwater and salt water marshes.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected. Regardless,
preconstruction nesting bird surveys will be
conducted.

Birds
Osprey
Pandion haliaetus

Bald eagle
Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Northern harrier
Circus cyaneus
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Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species
Cooper's hawk
Accipiter cooperii

Swainson's hawk
Buteo swainsoni

Ferruginous hawk
Buteo regalis

Golden eagle
Aquila chrysaetos

American peregrine falcon
Falco peregrinus anatum

Prairie falcon
Falco mexicanus

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
State: WL
Other:

Nests in heavily wooded areas along streams,
rivers, or near springs/seeps. Prefers to nest in
tall canopies with an open understory usually
near openings. Oak and riparian woodlands
are preferred habitats.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected. Regardless,
preconstruction nesting bird surveys will be
conducted.

Fed:
State: CT
Other:

Migratory and resident raptor that breeds in
open areas with scattered trees. Prefers
riparian and sparse oak woodland habitats for
nesting. Requires nearby grasslands, grain
fields, or alfalfa for foraging.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

Unlikely. Limited suitable habitat on or
adjacent to this developed and actively used
church property. No impact expected.
Regardless, preconstruction nesting bird
surveys will be conducted.

Fed:
-State: WL
Other:

Winter migrant to California where they
prefer grasslands, cultivated fields and arid
areas with an abundance of prey species, such
as pocket gophers, black-tailed hares, and
cottontails.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. Species does not nest in California. No
suitable habitat on or adjacent to this developed
and actively used church property. No impact
expected.

Fed:
State: FP
Other:

Found in rolling foothill grassland with
scattered trees. Nests on cliffs and in large
trees in open areas.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected. Regardless,
preconstruction nesting bird surveys will be
conducted.

Fed:
State: CE
Other:

Nests on high cliffs. Also nests on humanmade structures. Nest consists of a scrape on
a depression or ledge in an open site.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected. Regardless,
preconstruction nesting bird surveys will be
conducted.

Fed:
State: WL
Other:

Inhabits dry, open terrain. Nests on cliffs and
forages over wide areas.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.
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Table 4
Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species
Yellow rail
Coturnicops noveboracensis

California black rail
Laterallus jamaicensis coturniculus

California Ridgway's rail
Rallus obsoletus obsoletus

California least tern
Sterna antillarum brownii

Western burrowing owl
Athene cunicularia hypugaea

Short-eared owl
Asio flammeus

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Summer resident in eastern Sierra Nevada in
Mono County. Fresh-water marshlands.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CT
Other:

Inhabits salt marshes bordering larger bays.
Prefers tidal salt marshes of pickleweed.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FE
State: CE
Other:

Inhabits salt water and brackish marshes with
tidal sloughs in San Francisco Bay. Prefers
dense pickleweed for cover, but forages for
invertebrates along mud-bottomed sloughs.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FE
State: CE
Other:

Breeds colonially along the coast from San
Francisco Bay to Northern Baja California.
Nests on bare or sparsely vegetated flat
substrates, such as beaches, alkali flats,
landfills, or paved areas.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

Found in open, dry annual or perennial
grasslands, deserts and scrublands
characterized by low-growing vegetation.
Subterranean nester, dependent upon
burrowing mammals, most notably, the
California ground squirrel.

Record for this species located 1.8
miles north of the project site
(Occurrence No. 1164).

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No ground squirrel burrows. No impact
expected.

Fed:
-State: WL
Other:

Found in fresh and saltwater marshes;
lowland meadows; irrigated alfalfa fields.
Tule patches/ tall grass needed for
nesting/daytime seclusion. Nests on dry
ground in depression concealed in vegetation.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.
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Table 4
Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species
California horned lark
Eremophila alpestris actia

Salt marsh common yellowthroat
Geothlypis trichas sinuosa

Suisun song sparrow
Melospiza melodia maxillaris

San Pablo song sparrow
Melospiza melodia samuelis

Alameda song sparrow
Melospiza melodia pusillula

Tricolored blackbird
Agelaius tricolor

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
State: WL
Other:

Occurs from Sonoma County to San Diego
County and the main part of the San Joaquin
Valley and eastern foothills. Prefers short
grass prairie, bald hills, meadows, and open
coastal plains.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Resident of freshwater and salt water marshes
in the San Francisco Bay region. Requires
thick, continuous cover for foraging and tall
grasses, tules, or willows for nesting.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

Resident of brackish marshes surrounding
Suisun Bay. Prefers riparian areas, cattails,
tules, sedges, and pickleweed. Also found in
tangles bordering sloughs.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

More properly known as Samuels Song
Sparrow. Resident of salt marshes along the
north side of San Francisco and San Pablo
Bays. Inhabits tidal sloughs in the California
marshes; nests in grindelia bordering slough
channels.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

Found in Salicornia marshes in the southern
arm of San Francisco Bay. Nests in low
Grindelia bushes and in Salicornia.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
State: CC
Other: CSC

Colonial nester in dense cattails, tules,
brambles or other dense vegetation. Requires
open water, dense vegetation, and open
grassy areas for foraging.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.
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Table 4
Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Mammals
Suisun shrew
Sorex ornatus sinuosus

Townsend's big-eared bat
Corynorhinus townsendii townsendii

Pallid bat
Antrozous pallidus

Big free-tailed bat
Nyctinomops macrotis

Berkeley kangaroo rat
Dipodomys heermanni berkeleyensis

Salt marsh harvest mouse
Reithrodontomys raviventris

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

Inhabits tidal marshes in the northern end of
San Pablo and Suisun Bays. Requires dense,
low cover of plants, driftwood, and other litter
above the mean high tide line.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other: -

Occurs in humid coastal regions of northern
and central California. Roosts in limestone
caves, lava tubes, mines, and buildings.
Extremely sensitive to disturbance.

Record for this species located 3.0
miles south of the project site
(Occurrence No. 432).

Low. Low quality roosting habitat in building
onsite. Pre-construction surveys will be
conducted.

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Occurs in deserts, grasslands, shrublands,
woodlands, and forests. Most common in dry
habitats with rocky areas for roosting. Roosts
in caves, crevices, mines, and occasionally
hollow trees. Night roosts in open areas such
as porches and open buildings.

Record for this species located 3.0
miles south of the project site
(Occurrence No. 146).

Low. Low quality roosting habitat in trees and
building onsite. Pre-construction surveys will
be conducted.

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Roost mainly in crevices and rocks in cliff
situations, although there is some
documentation of roosts in buildings, caves,
and tree cavities.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

Presumed to inhabit bare ridges near rocky
outcrops and areas of thin soils with scattered
chaparral species and small annual grasses.
Burrows of Berkeley kangaroo rats were
found in the same areas as meadow vole,
gopher, and groun squirrel burrows.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FE
State: CE
Other:

Inhabits saline marshes in the San Francisco
Estuary. Prefers pickleweed marshes.
Requires higher areas for escaping high water.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.
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Table 4
Special-Status Animal Species Known to Occur Within 9 USGS 7.5-Minute Quads of the 401 Taylor Boulevard Project Site
Species
San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat
Neotoma fuscipes annectens

San Joaquin kit fox
Vulpes macrotis mutica

American badger
Taxidea taxus

*Status

Habitat

Closest Locations

Probability on Project Site

Fed:
-State: CSC
Other:

Inhabits forests, woodlands, and chaparral
with a moderate canopy and moderate to
dense understory. Uses shredded grass,
leaves, and other material for nests.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
FE
State: CT
Other:

Inhabits open grasslands with scattered
shrubs. Needs loose-textured sand soils for
burrowing.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

Fed:
State: CSC
Other:

Most abundant in drier open stages of most
shrub, forest, and herbaceous habitats, with
friable soils. Need sufficient food, friable
soils & open, uncultivated ground. Prey on
burrowing rodents. Dig burrows.

Based on USGS 9-quad search: record
located outside 3-mile radius of project
site.

None. No suitable habitat on or adjacent to this
developed and actively used church property.
No impact expected.

*Status
Federal:
FE - Federal Endangered
FT - Federal Threatened
FPE - Federal Proposed Endangered
FPT - Federal Proposed Threatened
FC - Federal Candidate
FPD - Federally Proposed for delisting

State:
CE CT CR CC CSC FP WL -

California Endangered
California Threatened
California Rare
California Candidate
California Species of Special Concern
Fully Protected
Watch List. Not protected pursuant to CEQA

**The USFWS hopes to finish a 12-month finding for western pond turtle in 2021 but until formally listed, it is not afforded the protections of FESA.
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Introduction and Overview
Catalyst Development Partners is proposing to redevelop the subject site in Pleasant Hill. The
site currently contains a commercial building with parking lots, landscapes and heavily vegetated
slopes. HortScience | Bartlett Consulting (Divisions of the F. A. Bartlett Tree expert Co.) was
asked to prepare an Arborist Report for the site as part of the application to the City of Pleasant
Hill.
This report provides the following information:
1. Assessment of the health and structural condition of all trees on the site based on a
visual inspection from the ground.
2. Evaluation of the impacts to trees based on development plans provided by the client.
3. Guidelines for tree preservation during the design, construction and maintenance phases
of development.

Tree Assessment Methods
Trees were assessed on December 18, 2018. The assessment included all trees 4” and greater
in diameter, located within and adjacent to the project area. The assessment procedure
consisted of the following steps:
1. Identifying the tree as to species;
2. Tagging each tree with an identifying number and recording its location on a map;
3. Measuring the trunk diameter at a point 54” above grade;
4. Evaluating the health and structural condition using a scale of 1 – 5 based on a visual
inspection from the ground:
5 - A healthy, vigorous tree, reasonably free of signs and symptom of disease, with
good structure and form typical of the species.
4 - Tree with slight decline in vigor, small amount of twig dieback, minor structural
defects that could be corrected.
3 - Tree with moderate vigor, moderate twig and small branch dieback, thinning of
crown, poor leaf color, moderate structural defects that might be mitigated with
regular care.
2 - Tree in decline, epicormic growth, extensive dieback of medium to large
branches, significant structural defects that cannot be abated.
1 - Tree in severe decline, dieback of scaffold branches and/or trunk; most of foliage
from epicormics; extensive structural defects that cannot be abated.
5. Rating the suitability for preservation as “high”, “moderate” or “low”. Suitability for
preservation considers the health, age and structural condition of the tree, and its
potential to remain an asset to the site for years to come.
High:

Trees with good health and structural stability that have the potential
for longevity at the site.
Moderate: Trees with somewhat declining health and/or structural defects that
can be abated with treatment. The tree will require more intense
management and monitoring, and may have shorter life span than
those in ‘high’ category.
Low:
Tree in poor health or with significant structural defects that cannot
be mitigated. Tree is expected to continue to decline, regardless of
treatment. The species or individual may have characteristics that
are undesirable for landscapes and generally are unsuited for use
areas.
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Description of Trees
One hundred and sixty-seven (167) trees representing 29 species were evaluated (Table 1,
following page). Descriptions of each tree are found in the Tree Assessment, and approximate
locations are plotted on the Tree Assessment Map (see Exhibits).
The site sits at the top of a slope overlooking Taylor Blvd. to the north, Lucille Ln. to the east, the
Contra Costa Canal and Las Juntas Park to the west and private residences to the south. There
was a centrally located building with parking to the north and south and landscaping around the
building and in the parking lot. The slope down to the residences to the south and Lucille Ln. to
the east were heavily vegetated and overall, the site had a highly diverse tree population.
Thirty (30) coast redwoods were assessed across the site with a concentration in the southeast
corner. The majority of these were mature, with trunk diameters between 25” and 50”. Only 8
had trunk diameters between 15” and 19”. The species had performed well, despite being well
outside its native, coastal range. Presumably because it has been well irrigated over the years.
Nineteen (19) of the trees were in good to excellent condition, 10 were in fair and 1 was in poor.
They often had good form and structure but showed varying degrees of drought stress related
dieback of twigs and branches.
Twenty-four (24) privets had been planted on the site, including a row of 17 at the top of the
southern slope, adjacent to the parking lot. These were large, multi-stemmed shrubs. They had
been planted in close proximity to one another, resulting in trees with fair to poor structure, leans
and one-sided crown. Twenty-two privets were in fair condition and 2 were in poor.
Twenty-two (22) valley oaks were assessed, 19 of which were located on the southern slope.
Valley oaks growing on the southern slope were young to mature in development, with trunk
diameters between 6” and 26”. The remaining three valley oaks were growing on the northern
slope (#221 and 229) or adjacent to the building (#330) and were mature to over-mature, with
trunk diameters between 23” and 43” (Photo 1). Eleven valley oaks were in fair condition, 9 were
in good and 2 were in poor.

Photo 1 –
Looking northeast
at valley oak
#221. The tree
was growing at
the top of the
northern slope,
overlooking
Taylor Blvd. It
was over-mature
at 43” in trunk
diameter and was
in good condition
but had been
pruned on the
north side for the
overhead utilities.
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Nineteen (19) crape myrtles had been planted in two areas, including a row of 13 along the west
side of the building and 6 in the northern parking lot. Most were young and multi-stemmed,
although #362 and 364 were mature with trunk diameters of 10” and 11”, respectively. The
species had performed well, especially where the trees were open-grown. Fifteen of the crape
myrtles were in good or excellent condition and 4 were in fair.
Table 1. Tree condition and frequency of occurrence.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill
Common Name

Scientific Name
Poor
(1-2)

Japanese maple
Red maple
Strawberry tree
Incense cedar
Deodar cedar
Grapefruit
Raywood ash
Toyon
Crape myrtle
Privet
Sweetgum
Southern magnolia
Apple
Aleppo pine
Italian stone pine
Chinese pistache
London plane
Almond
Potugal laurel
Flowering cherry
Callery pear
Coast live oak
Holly oak
Valley oak
Cork oak
Calif. pepper
Coast redwood
Chinese elm
Mexican fan palm
Total

Acer palmatum
Acer rubrum
Arbutus unedo
Calocedrus decurrens
Cedrus deodara
Citrus x paradisi
Fraxinus oxycarpa
'Raywood'
Heteromeles arbutifolia
Lagerstroemia indica
Ligustrum japonicum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Magnolia grandiflora
Malus domestica
Pinus halepensis
Pinus pinea
Pistacia chinensis
Platanus x hispanica
Prunus dulcis
Prunus lusitanica
Prunus serrulata
Pyrus calleryana
Quercus agrifolia
Quercus ilex
Quercus lobata
Quercus suber
Schinus molle
Sequoia sempervirens
Ulmus parvifolia
Washingtonia robusta

1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
10
6%

Condition Rating
Fair
Good
(3)
(4-5)
4
1
8
2
2
1
4
4
22
5
3
3
1
1
1
1
7
1
11
1
10
93
56%

2
1
15
1
3
3
3
2
2
9
2
19
1
1
64
38%

No. of
trees
5
1
10
3
1
2
1
4
19
24
6
7
3
1
1
3
3
1
2
1
2
9
1
22
2
1
30
1
1
167
100%

Ten (10) strawberry trees had been planted across the site, including #256, which represented a
row of 8 strawberry trees in the southwest corner of the site. Most were young and multistemmed. Seven (7) were in fair condition and 2 were in good.
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Nine (9) coast live oaks
were assessed, with 7
concentrated in the
northwest corner of the
site. Age was a mix of
young (3 trees), semimature (3 trees), mature
(2 trees) and coast live
oak #223 was mature at
33” in trunk diameter
(Photo 2). Seven of the
trees were in fair
condition, primarily as a
result of close spacing
that had affected tree
form and structure.
Coast live oaks #223
and 331 were in good
condition.
Photo 2 – Looking north at coast live oak #223 (arrow). The tree
was also growing at the top of the northern slope. It was mature at
33” in trunk diameter and in good condition, with long lateral limbs.
The remaining 53 trees included the following:
 7 Southern magnolias, 6 of which were young to semi-mature and in fair to good
condition. Southern magnolia #201 was mature (27”) and in good condition.
 6 sweetgums, 4 of which were growing along the north side of the building. These were
all semi-mature and 5 were in fair condition and #225 was in good.
 5 Japanese maples were growing adjacent to the northeast corner of the building. They
were young to semi-mature, 4 were in fair condition and #346 was in poor.
 4 toyon, including #255 which represented a row of 8 trees that created a double row with
strawberry tree #256. All of the toyon were in fair condition.
 3 London planes, including #207 which was mature (27”) and in excellent condition. The
other two were semi-mature and in good to excellent condition.
 3 Chinese pistache located just southeast of the building. They were all young and in
good to excellent condition.
 3 apples, all of which had been topped and all of which were in fair condition.
 3 incense cedars located at the southern end of the row of crape myrtles. They were
semi-mature to mature and in fair to poor condition.
 2 cork oaks located in the northwest corner of the site. Both were mature (28” to 30”) and
in good condition.
 2 semi-mature callery pears. #203 was in poor condition and #328 was in fair.
 2 Portugal laurels located very close to the north side of the building. Both were onesided to the north and in good condition.
 2 grapefruits growing on the south side of the building. Both were in fair condition.
 One each of: red maple, deodar cedar, Raywood ash, Aleppo pine, Italian stone pine,
almond, flowering cherry, holly oak, Calif. pepper, Chinese elm and Mexican fan palm.
Overall, trees were in fair (56%) condition with 38% of trees in good or excellent condition and
only 6% in poor condition. The City of Pleasant Hill protects native tree 9” and greater in
diameter and non-native trees 18” and greater in diameter (Chapter 18.50.110). Of the 167 trees
assessed, 61 qualified as Protected. Protected trees are identified in the Tree Assessment.
Protected trees cannot be removed without a permit.
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Suitability for Preservation
Before evaluating the impacts that will occur during development, it is important to consider the
quality of the tree resource itself, and the potential for individual trees to function well over an
extended length of time. Trees that are preserved on development sites must be carefully
selected to make sure that they may survive development impacts, adapt to a new environment
and perform well in the landscape.
Our goal is to identify trees that have the potential for long-term health, structural stability and
longevity. For trees growing in open fields, away from areas where people and property are
present, structural defects and/or poor health presents a low risk of damage or injury if they fail.
However, we must be concerned about safety in use areas. Therefore, where development
encroaches into existing plantings, we must consider their structural stability as well as their
potential to grow and thrive in a new environment. Where development will not occur, the normal
life cycles of decline, structural failure and death should be allowed to continue.
Evaluation of suitability for preservation considers several factors:


Tree health
Healthy, vigorous trees are better able to tolerate impacts such as root injury, demolition
of existing structures, changes in soil grade and moisture, and soil compaction than are
non-vigorous trees. For example, sweetgum #236 would be unlikely to respond as well
to construction impacts as a healthier sweetgum.



Structural integrity
Trees with significant amounts of wood decay and other structural defects that cannot be
corrected are likely to fail. Such trees should not be preserved in areas where damage to
people or property is likely. For example, silver dollar gum #223 had decay at the base
and was leaning heavily.



Species response
There is a wide variation in the response of individual species to construction impacts
and changes in the environment. For instance, London planes are more tolerant of root
pruning than valley oak.



Tree age and longevity
Old trees, while having significant emotional and aesthetic appeal, have limited
physiological capacity to adjust to an altered environment. Young trees are better able to
generate new tissue and respond to change.



Species invasiveness
Species that spread across a site and displace desired vegetation are not always
appropriate for retention. This is particularly true when indigenous species are displaced.
The California Invasive Plant Inventory Database http://www.cal-ipc.org/plants/inventory/
lists species identified as being invasive. Pleasant Hill is part of the Central West Floristic
Province. River red gum is listed as limited invasiveness.

Each tree was rated for suitability for preservation based upon its age, health, structural condition
and ability to safely coexist within a development environment (see Tree Assessment in
Exhibits, and Table 2).
We consider trees with high suitability for preservation to be the best candidates for preservation.
We do not recommend retention of trees with low suitability for preservation in areas where
people or property will be present. Retention of trees with moderate suitability for preservation
depends upon the intensity of proposed site changes.
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Table 1. Tree suitability for preservation
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill
High

These are trees with good health and structural stability that have the potential
for longevity at the site. Thirty-five (35) trees were considered highly suitable
for preservation, including; 15 crape myrtles, 7 coast redwoods, 3 London
planes, 3 Chinese pistache, 2 valley oaks, 2 Southern magnolias, sweetgum
#225, cork oak #231 and Mexican fan palm #358.

Moderate

Trees in this category have fair health and/or structural defects that may be
abated with treatment. These trees require more intense management and
monitoring, and may have shorter life-spans than those in the “high” category.
Ninety-three (93) trees were of moderate suitability for preservation, including;
18 coast redwoods, 16 valley oaks, 10 strawberry trees, 10 privets, 7 coast live
oaks, 4 toyon, 4 Japanese maples, 4 crape myrtles, 4 sweetgums, 3 apples, 2
Portugal laurels, 2 grapefruit and 1 each of red maple, incense cedar, deodar
cedar, Chinese elm, callery pear, Calif. pepper, Aleppo pine, Southern
magnolia and cork oak.

Low

Trees in this category are in poor health or have significant defects in structure
that cannot be abated with treatment. These trees can be expected to decline
regardless of management. The species or individual tree may possess either
characteristics that are undesirable in landscape settings or be unsuited for use
areas. Thirty-nine (39) trees had low suitability for preservation, including; 14
privets, 5 coast redwoods, 4 valley oaks, 4 Southern magnolias, 2 coast live
oaks, 2 incense cedars and one each of Raywood ash, Italian stone pine, holly
oak, flowering cherry, almond, Japanese maple, sweetgum and callery pear.

Evaluation of Impacts and Recommendations
Appropriate tree retention develops a practical match between the location and intensity of
construction activities and the quality and health of trees. The Tree Assessment was the
reference point for tree condition and quality. Potential impacts from construction were evaluated
using the Site Development Plan prepared by Mackay & Somps (dated November 13, 2019) and
the Corrective Grading Plan prepared by Engeo (no date). Utility and landscape plans were not
available for review.
The plan proposes to construct 46 residential units on the site. The most significant impacts to
trees would be associated with demolition of the existing buildings and grading of the central
portion of the site for construction of the roads, bioswales, parking and residences.
Potential impacts from construction were estimated for each tree. Based on my assessment of
the current plan, 93 trees would be directly impacted by the proposed changes, including 28
Protected trees. Twenty (20) of the trees identified for removal were of low suitability for
preservations. Table 3, following page, provides the recommended action for each tree along
with a description of the impacts and their Protected status.
Seventy-four (74) trees can be preserved, including 33 Protected trees. Preservation of trees is
predicated on following the Tree Preservation Guidelines provided on page 11.
Eighteen trees, including #213-215, 219-221, 255-257, 265, 268, 277, 278, 299-301 and 217 are
proposed for preservation in close proximity to improvements. Some amount of decline, such as
twig and branch dieback, can be expected as a result of root loss associated with improvements.
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Table 3. Recommendations for preservation and removal.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill CA
Tree
No.

Common
Name

Trunk
Diameter

Protected?

201
202
203
204

Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Callery pear
Coast redwood

27
12
10
50

Yes
No
No
Yes

205

Coast redwood

33

Yes

206
207
208

Raywood ash
London plane
Strawberry tree

11
27
15,9,7

No
Yes
No

209

Strawberry tree

8,7,5,4,3

No

210

Strawberry tree

14,8,6

No

211

Strawberry tree

5,4,4

No

212

Strawberry tree

4,4,3

No

213

Coast redwood

46

Yes

214

Coast redwood

40

Yes

215

Coast redwood

40

Yes

216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223

Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
London plane
London plane
Valley oak
Apple
Coast live oak

15
15
17,6,4
16
18
43
4
33

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

224

Coast live oak

18

Yes

225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

Sweetgum
Coast live oak
Coast live oak
Privet
Valley oak
Privet
Cork oak
Coast live oak
Privet

14
No
21
Yes
12
Yes
6,6,3,3,3
No
23
Yes
7,7,6,6,4,4
No
30
Yes
22
Yes
7,7,6,6,4,4l
No
(Continued, following page)

Impacts

Remove, within grading
Remove, within bldg.
Remove, within grading
Preserve, 13' NE. of grading,
16' NE. of bioswale
Preserve, 14 N. of grading, 24'
N. of bioswale
Remove, within bldg.
Remove, impacted by bldg.
Preserve, 5' N. of grading, 18'
N. of bldg.
Preserve, 5' N. of grading, 18'
N. of bldg.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 5' S.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 5' S.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 5' S.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 15' S., shown as 23'
N. of bldg
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 15' S., shown as 16'
NE. of bioswale & 18' N. of bldg.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 15' S., shown as 13'
N. of bioswale
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, 8' N. of bioswale
Preserve, 8' N. of bioswale
Preserve, 15' N. of bioswale
Remove, within bldg.
Preserve, 15' N. of bldng., 15'
W. of bioswale
Preserve, 15' N. of bldng.,
design walkway to minmimize
grading w/ in 10'
Remove, impacted by grading
Remove, impacted by grading
Remove, impacted by grading
Remove, low suitability
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
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Table 3. Recommendations for preservation and removal, continued.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill CA
Tree
No.

Common
Name

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
265
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

Holly oak
Coast live oak
Cork oak
Aleppo pine
Sweetgum
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Incense cedar
Incense cedar
Incense cedar
Toyon
Strawberry tree
Coast live oak
Privet
Toyon
Toyon
Privet
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Privet
Privet
Strawberry tree
Privet
Privet
Calif. pepper
Valley oak
Valley oak
Privet
Coast redwood
Privet

275

Privet

276
277
278
279
280
281

Privet
Privet
Privet
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak

Trunk
Diameter

Protected?

7
7
28
28
14,12
5,4,3
4,4,3
5,4,3
5,4,3
5,4,4
6,5,4;4,3
5,5
4,3,3,2
4,2,2,2
7,3,3,3
6,5,5
5,4,4,4,3,3
4,4,3,3
12
19,18
14
6,6,4
6,6,4
7
4,4,2
4
5
9,7,6,5,4
18,16,12,6
32
9,8,8,6
8,6
6,6,4,3,3,3
6
9,8,6
38
6
17
4,3,3
36
7,7,3

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

7,6,6,3

No

7,4
No
7,6,4
No
9,8,6,6,4,4
No
17,10
Yes
18
Yes
23
Yes
(Continued, following page)

Impacts

Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, low suitability
Remove, within building
Remove, impacted by bldg.
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, 14' S. of grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Remove, impacted by
grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
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Table 3. Recommendations for preservation and removal, continued.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill CA
Tree
No.

Common
Name

Trunk
Diameter

Protected?

282

Privet

9,6

No

283

Privet

11

No

284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302

Italian stone pine
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Almond
Valley oak
Strawberry tree
Valley oak
Coast live oak
Strawberry tree
Privet
Privet
Privet
Coast redwood

8
35
25,19
26
9
19
16,5
7
17
4,3,3,3,2
12
7,4,4
8
15,12,9
5,4,4,3,3,2
5
6,4,4,3
9,7
31

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

303

Coast redwood

26

Yes

304

Coast redwood

25

Yes

305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326

Valley oak
Valley oak
Coast redwood
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Strawberry tree
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Chinese pistache
Privet
Privet
Privet

11
Yes
8
No
19,9
Yes
10
Yes
16
Yes
13
Yes
7
No
38
Yes
40
Yes
5,3
No
11
No
15
No
13
No
5,6,4,4,4
No
31
Yes
38
Yes
32
Yes
18
Yes
5
No
11,11,9
No
8,6,5,5
No
13,10,10,8,8
No
(Continued, following page)

Impacts

Remove, impacted by
grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Remove, within bioswale
Preserve, 8' SE. of bioswale
Preserve, within set-back
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within grading
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within sidewalk
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Table 3. Recommendations for preservation and removal, continued.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill CA
Tree
No.

327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367

Common
Name

Trunk
Diameter

Chinese pistache
5
Callery pear
10,7,6,6
Chinese pistache
5
Valley oak
37
Coast live oak
16
Coast redwood
25
Coast redwood
45
Chinese elm
11,10,8,8,8,6.6
Coast redwood
18
Toyon
6,3,3,2
Red maple
7
Coast redwood
33
Coast redwood
16
Coast redwood
37
Coast redwood
27
Deodar cedar
26
Japanese maple
10,8
Japanese maple
9,6
Japanese maple
8,7,6
Japanese maple
4
Japanese maple
9,4
Portugal laurel
8,5
Portugal laurel
8,5,5
Sweetgum
15
Sweetgum
18
Sweetgum
16
Sweetgum
17
Flowering cherry
7,6,5,5
Grapefruit
5,4,4,3
Grapefruit
5,5,4,3
Privet
11,10,8,6,6,4
Mexican fan palm
22
Apple
7,6
Apple
9,8
Crape myrtle
6
Crape myrtle
10
Crape myrtle
5
Crape myrtle
11
Crape myrtle
5
Southern magnolia
10
Crape myrtle
6

Protected?

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Impacts

Remove, within parking
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within sidewalk
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
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Tree Preservation Guidelines
The goal of tree preservation is not merely tree survival during development but maintenance of
tree health and beauty for many years. Trees retained on sites that are either subject to
extensive injury during construction or are inadequately maintained become a liability rather than
an asset. The response of individual trees will depend on the amount of excavation and grading,
the care with which demolition is undertaken, and the construction methods.
The following recommendations will help reduce impacts to trees from development and maintain
and improve their health and vitality through the clearing, grading and construction phases.
Design recommendations
1. Any plan affecting trees should be reviewed by the Consulting Arborist with regard to tree
impacts. These include, but are not limited to, improvement plans, utility and drainage
plans, grading plans, landscape and irrigation plans and demolition plans.
2. Engineer grading to maintain a minimum of 5’ clearance between grading and trees
#210-212 and 15’ clearance between grading and trees #213-215.
3. Design the pathway proposed between southwest of tree #224 to minimize grading and
root loss. Specifically, this path will need to conform as much as possible to the existing
ground and require a maximum of 8” of excavation.
4. A TREE PROTECTION ZONE must be established for trees to be preserved, in which no
disturbance is permitted. TREE PROTECTION ZONES for trees identified for preservation are
provided in the table on the following page. No grading, excavation, construction or
storage of materials shall occur within that zone.
5. Tree Preservation Guidelines prepared by the Consulting Arborist should be included
on all plans.
6. No underground services including utilities, sub-drains, water or sewer shall be placed in
the TREE PROTECTION ZONE. To minimize impacts to trees, locate underground services
to provide as much room as possible from trees identified for preservation.

Specific Tree Protection Zones
Tree No.
#204
#205
#208, 209
#213, 215, 221, 223 & 224
#219 & 220
#258, 259, 260, 261, 264 & 267
#269
#317

TPZ
13' SW., Drip Line (DL) in all other directions
14' SW., DL in all other directions
5' S., DL in all other directions
15' S., DL in all other directions
7' S., DL in all other directions
5' N., DL in all other directions.
14' N., DL in all other directions
8’ NW., DL in all other directions.

7. Any herbicides placed under paving materials must be safe for use around trees and
labeled for that use.
8. Irrigation systems must be designed to avoid trenching within the TREE PROTECTION
ZONE.
9. Do not apply lime to soil for stabilization within 25’ of trees to be preserved. Lime is toxic
to tree roots.
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Pre-construction treatments and recommendations
1. The demolition contractor and construction superintendent shall meet with the Consulting
Arborist before beginning work to discuss work procedures and tree protection.
2. Fence all trees to be retained to completely enclose the TREE PROTECTION ZONE prior to
demolition, grubbing or grading. Fences shall be 6’ chain link held in place with rebar
‘staples’ as recommended by the Consulting Arborist. Fences are to remain until all
grading and construction is completed. Place weather proof signs, 2’ x 2’, on the fencing
that read “Tree Protection Zone Keep Out” (eg. one sign for each of the four compass
points).
3. Fences around trees #223 and 224 shall be established at 15’ to the south until the time
to pour the pathways located with the TPZ, at which point the fence shall moved to allow
for the path to be constructed.
4. Where possible, cap and abandon all existing underground utilities within the TPZ in
place. Removal of utility boxes by hand is acceptable but no trenching should be
performed within the TPZ in an effort to remove utilities, irrigation lines, etc.
5. Tree(s) to be removed that have branches extending into the canopy of tree(s) to remain
must be removed by a qualified arborist and not by demolition or construction
contractors. The qualified arborist shall remove the tree in a manner that causes no
damage to the tree(s) and understory to remain. Stumps shall be ground below grade.
6. Any brush clearing required within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE shall be accomplished
with hand-operated equipment.
7. Any work within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE shall be approved and monitored by the
Consulting Arborist.
8. Prune trees to be preserved to provide adequate construction clearance and correct any
existing defects in structure. All pruning shall be completed by a Certified Arborist or
Tree Worker and adhere to the latest edition of the ANSI Z133 and A300 standards as
well as the Best Management Practices -- Tree Pruning published by the International
Society of Arboriculture.
9. All tree work shall comply with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act as well as California Fish
and Wildlife code 3503-3513 to not disturb nesting birds. To the extent feasible tree
pruning and removal should be scheduled outside of the breeding season. Breeding bird
surveys should be conducted prior to tree work. Qualified biologists should be involved in
establishing work buffers for active nests.
10. Apply and maintain 4-6” of wood chip mulch within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE.
Recommendations for tree protection during construction
1. Prior to beginning work, all contractors working in the vicinity of trees to be preserved are
required to meet with the Consulting Arborist at the site to review all work procedures,
access routes, storage areas and tree protection measures.
2. If injury should occur to any tree during construction, it should be evaluated as soon as
possible by the Consulting Arborist so that appropriate treatments can be applied.
3. Fences have been erected to protect trees to be preserved. Fences define a specific
TREE PROTECTION ZONE for each tree or group of trees. Fences are to remain until all site
work has been completed. Fences may not be relocated or removed without permission
of the Consulting Arborist.
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4. Construction trailers, traffic and storage areas must remain outside fenced areas at all
times.
5. Prior to grading, pad preparation, excavation for foundations/footings/walls, trenching,
trees may require root pruning outside the TREE PROTECTION ZONE by cutting all roots
cleanly to the depth of the excavation. Roots shall be cut by manually digging a trench
and cutting exposed roots with a saw, with a vibrating knife, rock saw, narrow trencher
with sharp blades, or other approved root pruning equipment. The Consulting Arborist will
identify where root pruning is required and monitor all root pruning activities.
6. All underground utilities, drain lines or irrigation lines shall be routed outside the TREE
PROTECTION ZONE. If lines must traverse through the protection area, they shall be
tunneled or bored under the tree as directed by the Consulting Arborist.
7. No materials, equipment, spoil, waste or wash-out water may be deposited, stored, or
parked within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE (fenced area).
8. Any additional tree pruning needed for clearance during construction must be performed
by a qualified arborist and not by construction personnel.
9. If temporary haul or access roads must pass over the root area of trees to be retained, a
road bed of 6” of mulch or gravel shall be created to protect the soil. The road bed
material shall be replenished as necessary to maintain a 6” depth.
Maintenance of impacted trees
Trees preserved at the 401 Taylor Blvd. site may experience a physical environment different
from that pre-development. As a result, tree health and structural stability should be monitored.
Occasional pruning, fertilization, mulch, pest management, replanting and irrigation may be
required.
HortScience, Inc.

John Leffingwell
Board Certified Master Arborist WE-3966B
Registered Consulting Arborist #442
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Exhibits
Tree Assessment Form
Tree Assessment Map

401 Taylor Blvd.

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

201

Southern magnolia

27

Yes

4

High

202

Southern magnolia

12

No

3

Low

203

Callery pear

10

No

2

Low

204
205
206

Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Raywood ash

50
33
11

Yes
Yes
No

5
4
3

High
Moderate
Low

207

London plane

27

Yes

5

High

208

Strawberry tree

15,9,7

No

3

Moderate

209

Strawberry tree

8,7,5,4,3

No

3

Moderate

210

Strawberry tree

14,8,6

No

4

Moderate

211

Strawberry tree

5,4,4

No

3

Moderate

212

Strawberry tree

4,4,3

No

3

Moderate

213

Coast redwood

46

Yes

3

Moderate

214

Coast redwood

40

Yes

4

Moderate

Multiple attachments at 6’; good form and
structure; W. stem turned up & is rubbing on 6”
branch; surface roots.
Multiple attachments at 8’; upright, narrow
form; moderate dieback.
Multiple attachments at 6’; leans E.; large trunk
wound from stem failure.
Good form and structure; minor dieback.
Crowded; one sided NW.; dieback.
Multiple attachments at 5’; leans SW.; starting
to fail at base.
Good form and structure; surface roots;
displacing curbs 2”.
Multiple attachments at base; leaning & one
sided NW.; basal wound & decay.
Multiple attachments at base; leaning & one
sided W.; moderate dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided E.;
minor dieback.
Multiple attachments at 1’; narrow form;
moderate dieback.
Multiple attachments at 1’; small crown;
dieback.
Crowded; one sided E.; sparse crown;
moderate dieback.
Crowded; one sided S.; dieback.
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401 Taylor Blvd.

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

215
216

Coast redwood
Coast redwood

40
15

Yes
No

4
3

Moderate
Low

217

Coast redwood

15

No

3

Low

218

Coast redwood

17,6,4

No

3

Low

219
220

London plane
London plane

16
18

No
Yes

4
5

High
High

221

Valley oak

43

Yes

4

Moderate

222
223

Apple
Coast live oak

4
33

No
Yes

3
4

Moderate
Moderate

224
225
226
227
228
229

Coast live oak
Sweetgum
Coast live oak
Coast live oak
Privet
Valley oak

18
14
21
12
6,6,3,3,3
23

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

3
4
3
3
3
3

Moderate
High
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate

230
231
232

Privet
Cork oak
Coast live oak

7,7,6,6,4,4
30
22

No
Yes
Yes

3
4
3

Moderate
High
Moderate

Crowded; one sided W.; dieback.
Topped for overhead utilities; small, narrow
crown.
Topped for overhead utilities; small, narrow
crown.
Multiple attachments at base; topped for
overhead utilities; small, narrow crown.
Good form and structure; a little one sided W.
Multiple attachments at 6’; good form and
structure.
Multiple attachments at 10’; leans E.; pruned
N. for overhead utilities; long laterals.
Topped; small crown.
Multiple attachments at 7’; slight lean E.; fair
branch structure; long laterals; dieback.
Crowded; leans SW.; dieback.
A little one sided E.; upright form.
Crowded; leans N.; heavy lateral W.; dieback.
Suppressed; leans W.; small crown.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Codominant trunks at 5’; seam in attachment;
high crown bowed NW.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at 10’; high, spreading
Crowded; leaning & one sided E.; heavy
lateral; dieback.
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401 Taylor Blvd.

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

1=POOR

(in inches)

233
234
235
236
237

Privet
Holly oak
Coast live oak
Cork oak
Aleppo pine

238

CONDITION
5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

7,7,6,6,4,4l
7
7
28
28

No
No
No
Yes
Yes

3
3
3
4
3

Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate

Sweetgum

14,12

No

3

Moderate

239

Crape myrtle

5,4,3

No

4

High

240

Crape myrtle

4,4,3

No

4

High

241

Crape myrtle

5,4,3

No

4

High

242

Crape myrtle

5,4,3

No

4

High

243

Crape myrtle

5,4,4

No

3

Moderate

244
245
246

Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle

6,5,4;4,3
5,5
4,3,3,2

No
No
No

4
4
3

High
High
Moderate

247

Crape myrtle

4,2,2,2

No

3

Moderate

248
249

Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle

7,3,3,3
6,5,5

No
No

4
4

High
High

Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Suppressed; strong lean W.
Suppressed; strong lean W.
Multiple attachments at 7’; crowded & one
Codominant trunks at 5’; wide attachment; N.
stem forms large heavy lateral.
Codominant trunks at 5’; narrow attachment w/
seam; upright form.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
row.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
row.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
row.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
row.
Multiple attachments at 3’; leans N.; part of
hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 2’; part of hedge row.
Codominant trunks at 2’; part of hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 2’; one sided N.; part of
hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 2’; one sided N.; part of
hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 2’; part of hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 3’; part of hedge row.
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401 Taylor Blvd.

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

250
251

Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle

5,4,4,4,3,3
4,4,3,3

No
No

4
3

High
Moderate

252
253

Incense cedar
Incense cedar

12
19,18

No
Yes

3
3

Low
Moderate

254
255

Incense cedar
Toyon

14
6,6,4

No
No

2
3

Low
Moderate

256

Strawberry tree

6,6,4

No

3

Moderate

257
258
259
260
261
262

Coast live oak
Privet
Toyon
Toyon
Privet
Coast redwood

7
4,4,2
4
5
9,7,6,5,4
18,16,12,6

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

3
3
3
3
3
4

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

263
264

Coast redwood
Privet

32
9,8,8,6

Yes
No

4
3

Moderate
Moderate

265
265
267
268

Privet
Strawberry tree
Privet
Privet

8,6
6,6,4,3,3,3
6
9,8,6

No
No
No
No

3
3
3
3

Low
Moderate
Low
Low

Multiple attachments at 3’; part of hedge row.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided N.;
part of hedge row.
Sweeps N. from base; small crown; dieback.
Codominant trunks at 3’; upright form; twig
dieback.
Crowded; one sided SW.; dead top.
Group of 8; multiple attachments at base;
hedge row.
Group of 8; multiple attachments at base;
hedge row.
Suppressed; leans W.; small crown.
Multiple attachments at 3’; large shrub.
Small crown; part of hedge row.
Small crown; part of hedge row.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at base; upright form;
sparse crowns.
Upright form; sparse crowns.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided N.;
large shrub.
Upright form; moderate dieback; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
Upright form; moderate dieback; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at base; moderate
dieback; large shrub.
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401 Taylor Blvd.

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

1=POOR

(in inches)

269

Calif. pepper

270
271
272

CONDITION
5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

38

Yes

3

Moderate

Valley oak
Valley oak
Privet

6
17
4,3,3

No
Yes
No

3
4
3

Moderate
Moderate
Low

273
274

Coast redwood
Privet

36
7,7,3

Yes
No

4
3

Moderate
Low

275

Privet

7,6,6,3

No

3

Low

276

Privet

7,4

No

3

Moderate

277

Privet

7,6,4

No

3

Low

278

Privet

9,8,6,6,4,4

No

3

Moderate

279

Valley oak

17,10

Yes

3

Low

280
281

Valley oak
Valley oak

18
23

Yes
Yes

3
4

Moderate
High

282

Privet

9,6

No

3

Low

283

Privet

11

No

3

Low

Multiple attachments at 5’; one sided E.; low
laterals SE. dead.; twig dieback.
Crowded; leans S.; small crown.
Crowded; one sided SE.; low branches pruned
Multiple attachments at base; one sided W.;
dieback.
Upright form; sparse crowns.
Multiple attachments at base; narrow form;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; suppressed;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided N.;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided W.;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; upright form;
dieback.
Codominant trunks at base; suppressed; crown
bowed S.
Codominant trunks at 10’; slight sweep W.
Codominant trunks at 5’ & 10’; good, upright
form.
Multiple attachments at 4’; one sided N.;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at 5’; very one sided N.;
dieback.
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Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

1=POOR

(in inches)

284
285
286

Italian stone pine
Coast redwood
Coast redwood

287
288

CONDITION
5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

8
35
25,19

No
Yes
Yes

3
4
4

Low
Moderate
Moderate

Valley oak
Valley oak

26
9

Yes
Yes

4
3

High
Low

289

Valley oak

19

Yes

4

Moderate

290
291
292
293
294
295

Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Almond
Valley oak
Strawberry tree

16,5
7
17
4,3,3,3,2
12
7,4,4

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

4
2
4
3
3
3

Moderate
Low
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Moderate

296
297

Valley oak
Coast live oak

8
15,12,9

No
Yes

3
3

Moderate
Moderate

298
299
300
301

Strawberry tree
Privet
Privet
Privet

5,4,4,3,3,2
5
6,4,4,3
9,7

No
No
No
No

3
3
2
2

Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate

302
303

Coast redwood
Coast redwood

31
26

Yes
Yes

2
3

Low
Moderate

Crowded; small crown; dead top.
Upright form; sparse crowns.
Codominant trunks at base; lost tops; sparse
crowns.
Codominant trunks at 5’; slightly one sided S.
Codominant trunks at 8’; poor form; one sided
N.
Codominant trunks at 5’ & 8’; narrow form; one
sided N.
Slight lean & one sided S.
Suppressed; dead top.
Codominant trunks at 5’; narrow form; one
Multiple attachments at base; leans SE.
Crowded; crook at 10’; crown bowed SE.
Multiple attachments at base; suppressed;
leans SW.
Crowded; crook at 10’; small crown; one sided
Multiple attachments at base; slight lean & one
sided E.
Multiple attachments at base; suppressed;
Crowded; one sided NE.; dieback.
Multiple attachments at 5’; extensive dieback.
Codominant trunks at q’; one sided NE.;
dieback.
Upright form; dead top.
Upright form; sparse crown; dieback.
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Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316

Coast redwood
Valley oak
Valley oak
Coast redwood
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia

25
11
8
19,9
10
16
13
7
38
40
5,3
11
15

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

3
3
2
3
3
3
4
4
3
4
3
2
4

Low
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
High

317

Southern magnolia

13

No

3

Low

318
319
320
321
322
323
324

Strawberry tree
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Chinese pistache
Privet

5,6,4,4,4
31
38
32
18
5
11,11,9

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

4
4
4
4
4
5
3

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Moderate

325

Privet

8,6,5,5

No

3

Low

Crowded; one sided NW.; moderate dieback.
Crowded; upper crown bowed SE.
Small crown; poor form and structure.
Crowded; one sided S.; dieback.
Crowded; one sided SE.
Crowded; very one sided E.
Multiple attachments at 10’; slight lean S.
Crowded; slight lean W.
Upright form; sparse crown; dieback.
Upright form; sparse upper crown.
Crowded; part of headgear row.
Mostly dead; part of headgear row.
Multiple attachments at 8’; good form; twig
dieback.
Multiple attachments at 8’; upright form;
moderate dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrubs.
Crowded; one sided SE.; twig dieback.
Crowded; narrow form; twig dieback.
Crowded; one sided NE.; twig dieback.
Slightly one sided N.; twig dieback.
Good young tree.
Multiple attachments at 2’; one sided W.;
girdling roots; dieback.
Multiple attachments at 1’; very one sided N.;
girdling roots; dieback.
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Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

1=POOR

(in inches)

326

Privet

327
328

CONDITION
5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

13,10,10,8,8

No

3

Moderate

Chinese pistache
Callery pear

5
10,7,6,6

No
No

4
3

High
Moderate

329
330

Chinese pistache
Valley oak

5
37

No
Yes

4
3

High
Moderate

331

Coast live oak

16

Yes

4

Moderate

332
333

Coast redwood
Coast redwood

25
45

Yes
Yes

4
4

High
High

334
335
336
337

Chinese elm
Coast redwood
Toyon
Red maple

11,10,8,8,8,6.6
18
6,3,3,2
7

No
Yes
No
No

4
4
3
3

Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate

338
339
340

Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood

33
16
37

Yes
No
Yes

4
3
3

High
Moderate
Moderate

341
342

Coast redwood
Deodar cedar

27
26

Yes
Yes

4
4

High
Moderate

Multiple attachments at 2’; one sided NE.;
girdling roots; dieback.
Good young tree; one sided S.
Multiple attachments at 2’; narrow
attachments; one sided W.
Good young tree; slight lean E.
Multiple attachments at 12’; leans N.; root
injuries S.; small cavity w/ decay N.; fair form
and structure.
Codominant trunks at 6’; one sided S.; lower
trunk damage; twig dieback.
Crowded; one sided S.; twig dieback.
Good form and structure; sparse upper crown;
twig dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided SE.
Good young tree; one sided E.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at 6’; topped at 12’; one
sided E.
Crowded; slightly one sided N.; twig dieback.
Crowded; narrow form; twig dieback.
Crowded; slightly one sided E.; sparse crown;
surface roots; dieback.
Crowded; one sided W.; twig dieback.
Codominant trunks in upper crown; one sided
W.; long laterals.
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TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

343

Japanese maple

10,8

No

3

Moderate

344

Japanese maple

9,6

No

3

Moderate

345

Japanese maple

8,7,6

No

3

Moderate

346
347

Japanese maple
Japanese maple

4
9,4

No
No

2
3

Low
Moderate

348
349
350

Portugal laurel
Portugal laurel
Sweetgum

8,5
8,5,5
15

No
No
No

4
4
3

Moderate
Moderate
Low

351

Sweetgum

18

Yes

3

Moderate

352

Sweetgum

16

No

3

Moderate

353

Sweetgum

17

No

3

Moderate

354
355

Flowering cherry
Grapefruit

7,6,5,5
5,4,4,3

No
No

1
3

Low
Moderate

356

Grapefruit

5,5,4,3

No

3

Moderate

357

Privet

11,10,8,6,6,4

No

3

Low

Codominant trunks at 4’; 8” stem dead; one
sided E. away from bldg.
Codominant trunks at 2’; one sided E. away
from bldg.
Codominant trunks at 1’ & 3’; topped; very
close to bldg.
Suppressed; leans E.
Codominant trunks at 1’ & 6’; very close to
bldg.; one sided E.
Very close to bldg.; one sided N.
Very close to bldg.; one sided N.
Multiple attachments at 12’; topped; history of
branch failures.
Topped; history of branch failures; decayed
branch stub N.
Multiple attachments at 15’; topped; history of
branch failures; branch stub N.
Multiple attachments at 7’; topped; one sided
NW.
Topped at 8’; mostly dead.
Multiple attachments at base; moderate
dieback; chlorosis.
Multiple attachments at base; moderate
dieback; chlorosis.
Multiple attachments at base; embedded metal
strap; one sided NW.; dieback.
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TREE
No.

SPECIES

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

358

Mexican fan palm

22

Yes

5

High

359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366

Apple
Apple
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Southern magnolia

7,6
9,8
6
10
5
11
5
10

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

3
3
5
5
5
5
4
4

Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
Moderate

367

Crape myrtle

6

No

4

High

Good form and structure; slight lean SE.; 25’ of
brown trunk.
Codominant trunks at base; topped; dieback.
Codominant trunks at base; topped; dieback.
Multiple attachments at 6’; good form.
Multiple attachments at 5’; good form.
Multiple attachments at 6’; good form.
Multiple attachments at 6’; good form.
Codominant trunks at 7’; narrow form.
Multiple attachments at 6’; narrow form;
moderate dieback.
Codominant trunks at 6’; one sided E.
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Introduction and Overview
Catalyst Development Partners is proposing to redevelop the subject site in Pleasant Hill. The
site currently contains a commercial building with parking lots, landscapes and heavily vegetated
slopes. HortScience | Bartlett Consulting (Divisions of the F. A. Bartlett Tree expert Co.) was
asked to prepare an Arborist Report for the site as part of the application to the City of Pleasant
Hill.
This report provides the following information:
1. Assessment of the health and structural condition of all trees on the site based on a
visual inspection from the ground.
2. Evaluation of the impacts to trees based on development plans provided by the client.
3. Guidelines for tree preservation during the design, construction and maintenance phases
of development.

Tree Assessment Methods
Trees were assessed on December 18, 2018. The assessment included all trees 4” and greater
in diameter, located within and adjacent to the project area. The assessment procedure
consisted of the following steps:
1. Identifying the tree as to species;
2. Tagging each tree with an identifying number and recording its location on a map;
3. Measuring the trunk diameter at a point 54” above grade;
4. Evaluating the health and structural condition using a scale of 1 – 5 based on a visual
inspection from the ground:
5 - A healthy, vigorous tree, reasonably free of signs and symptom of disease, with
good structure and form typical of the species.
4 - Tree with slight decline in vigor, small amount of twig dieback, minor structural
defects that could be corrected.
3 - Tree with moderate vigor, moderate twig and small branch dieback, thinning of
crown, poor leaf color, moderate structural defects that might be mitigated with
regular care.
2 - Tree in decline, epicormic growth, extensive dieback of medium to large
branches, significant structural defects that cannot be abated.
1 - Tree in severe decline, dieback of scaffold branches and/or trunk; most of foliage
from epicormics; extensive structural defects that cannot be abated.
5. Rating the suitability for preservation as “high”, “moderate” or “low”. Suitability for
preservation considers the health, age and structural condition of the tree, and its
potential to remain an asset to the site for years to come.
High:

Trees with good health and structural stability that have the potential
for longevity at the site.
Moderate: Trees with somewhat declining health and/or structural defects that
can be abated with treatment. The tree will require more intense
management and monitoring, and may have shorter life span than
those in ‘high’ category.
Low:
Tree in poor health or with significant structural defects that cannot
be mitigated. Tree is expected to continue to decline, regardless of
treatment. The species or individual may have characteristics that
are undesirable for landscapes and generally are unsuited for use
areas.
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Description of Trees
One hundred and sixty-seven (167) trees representing 29 species were evaluated (Table 1,
following page). Descriptions of each tree are found in the Tree Assessment, and approximate
locations are plotted on the Tree Assessment Map (see Exhibits).
The site sits at the top of a slope overlooking Taylor Blvd. to the north, Lucille Ln. to the east, the
Contra Costa Canal and Las Juntas Park to the west and private residences to the south. There
was a centrally located building with parking to the north and south and landscaping around the
building and in the parking lot. The slope down to the residences to the south and Lucille Ln. to
the east were heavily vegetated and overall, the site had a highly diverse tree population.
Thirty (30) coast redwoods were assessed across the site with a concentration in the southeast
corner. The majority of these were mature, with trunk diameters between 25” and 50”. Only 8
had trunk diameters between 15” and 19”. The species had performed well, despite being well
outside its native, coastal range. Presumably because it has been well irrigated over the years.
Nineteen (19) of the trees were in good to excellent condition, 10 were in fair and 1 was in poor.
They often had good form and structure but showed varying degrees of drought stress related
dieback of twigs and branches.
Twenty-four (24) privets had been planted on the site, including a row of 17 at the top of the
southern slope, adjacent to the parking lot. These were large, multi-stemmed shrubs. They had
been planted in close proximity to one another, resulting in trees with fair to poor structure, leans
and one-sided crown. Twenty-two privets were in fair condition and 2 were in poor.
Twenty-two (22) valley oaks were assessed, 19 of which were located on the southern slope.
Valley oaks growing on the southern slope were young to mature in development, with trunk
diameters between 6” and 26”. The remaining three valley oaks were growing on the northern
slope (#221 and 229) or adjacent to the building (#330) and were mature to over-mature, with
trunk diameters between 23” and 43” (Photo 1). Eleven valley oaks were in fair condition, 9 were
in good and 2 were in poor.

Photo 1 –
Looking northeast
at valley oak
#221. The tree
was growing at
the top of the
northern slope,
overlooking
Taylor Blvd. It
was over-mature
at 43” in trunk
diameter and was
in good condition
but had been
pruned on the
north side for the
overhead utilities.
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Nineteen (19) crape myrtles had been planted in two areas, including a row of 13 along the west
side of the building and 6 in the northern parking lot. Most were young and multi-stemmed,
although #362 and 364 were mature with trunk diameters of 10” and 11”, respectively. The
species had performed well, especially where the trees were open-grown. Fifteen of the crape
myrtles were in good or excellent condition and 4 were in fair.
Table 1. Tree condition and frequency of occurrence.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill
Common Name

Scientific Name
Poor
(1-2)

Japanese maple
Red maple
Strawberry tree
Incense cedar
Deodar cedar
Grapefruit
Raywood ash
Toyon
Crape myrtle
Privet
Sweetgum
Southern magnolia
Apple
Aleppo pine
Italian stone pine
Chinese pistache
London plane
Almond
Potugal laurel
Flowering cherry
Callery pear
Coast live oak
Holly oak
Valley oak
Cork oak
Calif. pepper
Coast redwood
Chinese elm
Mexican fan palm
Total

Acer palmatum
Acer rubrum
Arbutus unedo
Calocedrus decurrens
Cedrus deodara
Citrus x paradisi
Fraxinus oxycarpa
'Raywood'
Heteromeles arbutifolia
Lagerstroemia indica
Ligustrum japonicum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Magnolia grandiflora
Malus domestica
Pinus halepensis
Pinus pinea
Pistacia chinensis
Platanus x hispanica
Prunus dulcis
Prunus lusitanica
Prunus serrulata
Pyrus calleryana
Quercus agrifolia
Quercus ilex
Quercus lobata
Quercus suber
Schinus molle
Sequoia sempervirens
Ulmus parvifolia
Washingtonia robusta

1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
10
6%

Condition Rating
Fair
Good
(3)
(4-5)
4
1
8
2
2
1
4
4
22
5
3
3
1
1
1
1
7
1
11
1
10
93
56%

2
1
15
1
3
3
3
2
2
9
2
19
1
1
64
38%

No. of
trees
5
1
10
3
1
2
1
4
19
24
6
7
3
1
1
3
3
1
2
1
2
9
1
22
2
1
30
1
1
167
100%

Ten (10) strawberry trees had been planted across the site, including #256, which represented a
row of 8 strawberry trees in the southwest corner of the site. Most were young and multistemmed. Seven (7) were in fair condition and 2 were in good.
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Nine (9) coast live oaks
were assessed, with 7
concentrated in the
northwest corner of the
site. Age was a mix of
young (3 trees), semimature (3 trees), mature
(2 trees) and coast live
oak #223 was mature at
33” in trunk diameter
(Photo 2). Seven of the
trees were in fair
condition, primarily as a
result of close spacing
that had affected tree
form and structure.
Coast live oaks #223
and 331 were in good
condition.
Photo 2 – Looking north at coast live oak #223 (arrow). The tree
was also growing at the top of the northern slope. It was mature at
33” in trunk diameter and in good condition, with long lateral limbs.
The remaining 53 trees included the following:
 7 Southern magnolias, 6 of which were young to semi-mature and in fair to good
condition. Southern magnolia #201 was mature (27”) and in good condition.
 6 sweetgums, 4 of which were growing along the north side of the building. These were
all semi-mature and 5 were in fair condition and #225 was in good.
 5 Japanese maples were growing adjacent to the northeast corner of the building. They
were young to semi-mature, 4 were in fair condition and #346 was in poor.
 4 toyon, including #255 which represented a row of 8 trees that created a double row with
strawberry tree #256. All of the toyon were in fair condition.
 3 London planes, including #207 which was mature (27”) and in excellent condition. The
other two were semi-mature and in good to excellent condition.
 3 Chinese pistache located just southeast of the building. They were all young and in
good to excellent condition.
 3 apples, all of which had been topped and all of which were in fair condition.
 3 incense cedars located at the southern end of the row of crape myrtles. They were
semi-mature to mature and in fair to poor condition.
 2 cork oaks located in the northwest corner of the site. Both were mature (28” to 30”) and
in good condition.
 2 semi-mature callery pears. #203 was in poor condition and #328 was in fair.
 2 Portugal laurels located very close to the north side of the building. Both were onesided to the north and in good condition.
 2 grapefruits growing on the south side of the building. Both were in fair condition.
 One each of: red maple, deodar cedar, Raywood ash, Aleppo pine, Italian stone pine,
almond, flowering cherry, holly oak, Calif. pepper, Chinese elm and Mexican fan palm.
Overall, trees were in fair (56%) condition with 38% of trees in good or excellent condition and
only 6% in poor condition. The City of Pleasant Hill protects native tree 9” and greater in
diameter and non-native trees 18” and greater in diameter (Chapter 18.50.110). Of the 167 trees
assessed, 61 qualified as Protected. Protected trees are identified in the Tree Assessment.
Protected trees cannot be removed without a permit.
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Suitability for Preservation
Before evaluating the impacts that will occur during development, it is important to consider the
quality of the tree resource itself, and the potential for individual trees to function well over an
extended length of time. Trees that are preserved on development sites must be carefully
selected to make sure that they may survive development impacts, adapt to a new environment
and perform well in the landscape.
Our goal is to identify trees that have the potential for long-term health, structural stability and
longevity. For trees growing in open fields, away from areas where people and property are
present, structural defects and/or poor health presents a low risk of damage or injury if they fail.
However, we must be concerned about safety in use areas. Therefore, where development
encroaches into existing plantings, we must consider their structural stability as well as their
potential to grow and thrive in a new environment. Where development will not occur, the normal
life cycles of decline, structural failure and death should be allowed to continue.
Evaluation of suitability for preservation considers several factors:


Tree health
Healthy, vigorous trees are better able to tolerate impacts such as root injury, demolition
of existing structures, changes in soil grade and moisture, and soil compaction than are
non-vigorous trees. For example, sweetgum #236 would be unlikely to respond as well
to construction impacts as a healthier sweetgum.



Structural integrity
Trees with significant amounts of wood decay and other structural defects that cannot be
corrected are likely to fail. Such trees should not be preserved in areas where damage to
people or property is likely. For example, silver dollar gum #223 had decay at the base
and was leaning heavily.



Species response
There is a wide variation in the response of individual species to construction impacts
and changes in the environment. For instance, London planes are more tolerant of root
pruning than valley oak.



Tree age and longevity
Old trees, while having significant emotional and aesthetic appeal, have limited
physiological capacity to adjust to an altered environment. Young trees are better able to
generate new tissue and respond to change.



Species invasiveness
Species that spread across a site and displace desired vegetation are not always
appropriate for retention. This is particularly true when indigenous species are displaced.
The California Invasive Plant Inventory Database http://www.cal-ipc.org/plants/inventory/
lists species identified as being invasive. Pleasant Hill is part of the Central West Floristic
Province. River red gum is listed as limited invasiveness.

Each tree was rated for suitability for preservation based upon its age, health, structural condition
and ability to safely coexist within a development environment (see Tree Assessment in
Exhibits, and Table 2).
We consider trees with high suitability for preservation to be the best candidates for preservation.
We do not recommend retention of trees with low suitability for preservation in areas where
people or property will be present. Retention of trees with moderate suitability for preservation
depends upon the intensity of proposed site changes.
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Table 1. Tree suitability for preservation
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill
High

These are trees with good health and structural stability that have the potential
for longevity at the site. Thirty-five (35) trees were considered highly suitable
for preservation, including; 15 crape myrtles, 7 coast redwoods, 3 London
planes, 3 Chinese pistache, 2 valley oaks, 2 Southern magnolias, sweetgum
#225, cork oak #231 and Mexican fan palm #358.

Moderate

Trees in this category have fair health and/or structural defects that may be
abated with treatment. These trees require more intense management and
monitoring, and may have shorter life-spans than those in the “high” category.
Ninety-three (93) trees were of moderate suitability for preservation, including;
18 coast redwoods, 16 valley oaks, 10 strawberry trees, 10 privets, 7 coast live
oaks, 4 toyon, 4 Japanese maples, 4 crape myrtles, 4 sweetgums, 3 apples, 2
Portugal laurels, 2 grapefruit and 1 each of red maple, incense cedar, deodar
cedar, Chinese elm, callery pear, Calif. pepper, Aleppo pine, Southern
magnolia and cork oak.

Low

Trees in this category are in poor health or have significant defects in structure
that cannot be abated with treatment. These trees can be expected to decline
regardless of management. The species or individual tree may possess either
characteristics that are undesirable in landscape settings or be unsuited for use
areas. Thirty-nine (39) trees had low suitability for preservation, including; 14
privets, 5 coast redwoods, 4 valley oaks, 4 Southern magnolias, 2 coast live
oaks, 2 incense cedars and one each of Raywood ash, Italian stone pine, holly
oak, flowering cherry, almond, Japanese maple, sweetgum and callery pear.

Evaluation of Impacts and Recommendations
Appropriate tree retention develops a practical match between the location and intensity of
construction activities and the quality and health of trees. The Tree Assessment was the
reference point for tree condition and quality. Potential impacts from construction were evaluated
using the Site Development Plan prepared by Mackay & Somps (dated November 13, 2019) and
the Corrective Grading Plan prepared by Engeo (no date). Utility and landscape plans were not
available for review.
The plan proposes to construct 46 residential units on the site. The most significant impacts to
trees would be associated with demolition of the existing buildings and grading of the central
portion of the site for construction of the roads, bioswales, parking and residences.
Potential impacts from construction were estimated for each tree. Based on my assessment of
the current plan, 93 trees would be directly impacted by the proposed changes, including 28
Protected trees. Twenty (20) of the trees identified for removal were of low suitability for
preservations. Table 3, following page, provides the recommended action for each tree along
with a description of the impacts and their Protected status.
Seventy-four (74) trees can be preserved, including 33 Protected trees. Preservation of trees is
predicated on following the Tree Preservation Guidelines provided on page 11.
Eighteen trees, including #213-215, 219-221, 255-257, 265, 268, 277, 278, 299-301 and 217 are
proposed for preservation in close proximity to improvements. Some amount of decline, such as
twig and branch dieback, can be expected as a result of root loss associated with improvements.
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Table 3. Recommendations for preservation and removal.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill CA
Tree
No.

Common
Name

Trunk
Diameter

Protected?

201
202
203
204

Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Callery pear
Coast redwood

27
12
10
50

Yes
No
No
Yes

205

Coast redwood

33

Yes

206
207
208

Raywood ash
London plane
Strawberry tree

11
27
15,9,7

No
Yes
No

209

Strawberry tree

8,7,5,4,3

No

210

Strawberry tree

14,8,6

No

211

Strawberry tree

5,4,4

No

212

Strawberry tree

4,4,3

No

213

Coast redwood

46

Yes

214

Coast redwood

40

Yes

215

Coast redwood

40

Yes

216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223

Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
London plane
London plane
Valley oak
Apple
Coast live oak

15
15
17,6,4
16
18
43
4
33

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

224

Coast live oak

18

Yes

225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

Sweetgum
Coast live oak
Coast live oak
Privet
Valley oak
Privet
Cork oak
Coast live oak
Privet

14
No
21
Yes
12
Yes
6,6,3,3,3
No
23
Yes
7,7,6,6,4,4
No
30
Yes
22
Yes
7,7,6,6,4,4l
No
(Continued, following page)

Impacts

Remove, within grading
Remove, within bldg.
Remove, within grading
Preserve, 13' NE. of grading,
16' NE. of bioswale
Preserve, 14 N. of grading, 24'
N. of bioswale
Remove, within bldg.
Remove, impacted by bldg.
Preserve, 5' N. of grading, 18'
N. of bldg.
Preserve, 5' N. of grading, 18'
N. of bldg.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 5' S.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 5' S.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 5' S.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 15' S., shown as 23'
N. of bldg
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 15' S., shown as 16'
NE. of bioswale & 18' N. of bldg.
Preserve, keep grading
minimum of 15' S., shown as 13'
N. of bioswale
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, 8' N. of bioswale
Preserve, 8' N. of bioswale
Preserve, 15' N. of bioswale
Remove, within bldg.
Preserve, 15' N. of bldng., 15'
W. of bioswale
Preserve, 15' N. of bldng.,
design walkway to minmimize
grading w/ in 10'
Remove, impacted by grading
Remove, impacted by grading
Remove, impacted by grading
Remove, low suitability
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
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Table 3. Recommendations for preservation and removal, continued.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill CA
Tree
No.

Common
Name

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
265
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

Holly oak
Coast live oak
Cork oak
Aleppo pine
Sweetgum
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Incense cedar
Incense cedar
Incense cedar
Toyon
Strawberry tree
Coast live oak
Privet
Toyon
Toyon
Privet
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Privet
Privet
Strawberry tree
Privet
Privet
Calif. pepper
Valley oak
Valley oak
Privet
Coast redwood
Privet

275

Privet

276
277
278
279
280
281

Privet
Privet
Privet
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak

Trunk
Diameter

Protected?

7
7
28
28
14,12
5,4,3
4,4,3
5,4,3
5,4,3
5,4,4
6,5,4;4,3
5,5
4,3,3,2
4,2,2,2
7,3,3,3
6,5,5
5,4,4,4,3,3
4,4,3,3
12
19,18
14
6,6,4
6,6,4
7
4,4,2
4
5
9,7,6,5,4
18,16,12,6
32
9,8,8,6
8,6
6,6,4,3,3,3
6
9,8,6
38
6
17
4,3,3
36
7,7,3

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

7,6,6,3

No

7,4
No
7,6,4
No
9,8,6,6,4,4
No
17,10
Yes
18
Yes
23
Yes
(Continued, following page)

Impacts

Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, low suitability
Remove, within building
Remove, impacted by bldg.
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, 5' S. of grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, 14' S. of grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Remove, impacted by
grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
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Table 3. Recommendations for preservation and removal, continued.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill CA
Tree
No.

Common
Name

Trunk
Diameter

Protected?

282

Privet

9,6

No

283

Privet

11

No

284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302

Italian stone pine
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Almond
Valley oak
Strawberry tree
Valley oak
Coast live oak
Strawberry tree
Privet
Privet
Privet
Coast redwood

8
35
25,19
26
9
19
16,5
7
17
4,3,3,3,2
12
7,4,4
8
15,12,9
5,4,4,3,3,2
5
6,4,4,3
9,7
31

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

303

Coast redwood

26

Yes

304

Coast redwood

25

Yes

305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326

Valley oak
Valley oak
Coast redwood
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Strawberry tree
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Chinese pistache
Privet
Privet
Privet

11
Yes
8
No
19,9
Yes
10
Yes
16
Yes
13
Yes
7
No
38
Yes
40
Yes
5,3
No
11
No
15
No
13
No
5,6,4,4,4
No
31
Yes
38
Yes
32
Yes
18
Yes
5
No
11,11,9
No
8,6,5,5
No
13,10,10,8,8
No
(Continued, following page)

Impacts

Remove, impacted by
grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Preserve, close to grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Remove, impacted by
grading
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Preserve, outside impacts
Remove, within bioswale
Preserve, 8' SE. of bioswale
Preserve, within set-back
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within grading
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within sidewalk
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Table 3. Recommendations for preservation and removal, continued.
401 Taylor Blvd., Pleasant Hill CA
Tree
No.

327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367

Common
Name

Trunk
Diameter

Chinese pistache
5
Callery pear
10,7,6,6
Chinese pistache
5
Valley oak
37
Coast live oak
16
Coast redwood
25
Coast redwood
45
Chinese elm
11,10,8,8,8,6.6
Coast redwood
18
Toyon
6,3,3,2
Red maple
7
Coast redwood
33
Coast redwood
16
Coast redwood
37
Coast redwood
27
Deodar cedar
26
Japanese maple
10,8
Japanese maple
9,6
Japanese maple
8,7,6
Japanese maple
4
Japanese maple
9,4
Portugal laurel
8,5
Portugal laurel
8,5,5
Sweetgum
15
Sweetgum
18
Sweetgum
16
Sweetgum
17
Flowering cherry
7,6,5,5
Grapefruit
5,4,4,3
Grapefruit
5,5,4,3
Privet
11,10,8,6,6,4
Mexican fan palm
22
Apple
7,6
Apple
9,8
Crape myrtle
6
Crape myrtle
10
Crape myrtle
5
Crape myrtle
11
Crape myrtle
5
Southern magnolia
10
Crape myrtle
6

Protected?

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Impacts

Remove, within parking
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within sidewalk
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
Remove, within road
Remove, within building
Remove, within building
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Tree Preservation Guidelines
The goal of tree preservation is not merely tree survival during development but maintenance of
tree health and beauty for many years. Trees retained on sites that are either subject to
extensive injury during construction or are inadequately maintained become a liability rather than
an asset. The response of individual trees will depend on the amount of excavation and grading,
the care with which demolition is undertaken, and the construction methods.
The following recommendations will help reduce impacts to trees from development and maintain
and improve their health and vitality through the clearing, grading and construction phases.
Design recommendations
1. Any plan affecting trees should be reviewed by the Consulting Arborist with regard to tree
impacts. These include, but are not limited to, improvement plans, utility and drainage
plans, grading plans, landscape and irrigation plans and demolition plans.
2. Engineer grading to maintain a minimum of 5’ clearance between grading and trees
#210-212 and 15’ clearance between grading and trees #213-215.
3. Design the pathway proposed between southwest of tree #224 to minimize grading and
root loss. Specifically, this path will need to conform as much as possible to the existing
ground and require a maximum of 8” of excavation.
4. A TREE PROTECTION ZONE must be established for trees to be preserved, in which no
disturbance is permitted. TREE PROTECTION ZONES for trees identified for preservation are
provided in the table on the following page. No grading, excavation, construction or
storage of materials shall occur within that zone.
5. Tree Preservation Guidelines prepared by the Consulting Arborist should be included
on all plans.
6. No underground services including utilities, sub-drains, water or sewer shall be placed in
the TREE PROTECTION ZONE. To minimize impacts to trees, locate underground services
to provide as much room as possible from trees identified for preservation.

Specific Tree Protection Zones
Tree No.
#204
#205
#208, 209
#213, 215, 221, 223 & 224
#219 & 220
#258, 259, 260, 261, 264 & 267
#269
#317

TPZ
13' SW., Drip Line (DL) in all other directions
14' SW., DL in all other directions
5' S., DL in all other directions
15' S., DL in all other directions
7' S., DL in all other directions
5' N., DL in all other directions.
14' N., DL in all other directions
8’ NW., DL in all other directions.

7. Any herbicides placed under paving materials must be safe for use around trees and
labeled for that use.
8. Irrigation systems must be designed to avoid trenching within the TREE PROTECTION
ZONE.
9. Do not apply lime to soil for stabilization within 25’ of trees to be preserved. Lime is toxic
to tree roots.
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Pre-construction treatments and recommendations
1. The demolition contractor and construction superintendent shall meet with the Consulting
Arborist before beginning work to discuss work procedures and tree protection.
2. Fence all trees to be retained to completely enclose the TREE PROTECTION ZONE prior to
demolition, grubbing or grading. Fences shall be 6’ chain link held in place with rebar
‘staples’ as recommended by the Consulting Arborist. Fences are to remain until all
grading and construction is completed. Place weather proof signs, 2’ x 2’, on the fencing
that read “Tree Protection Zone Keep Out” (eg. one sign for each of the four compass
points).
3. Fences around trees #223 and 224 shall be established at 15’ to the south until the time
to pour the pathways located with the TPZ, at which point the fence shall moved to allow
for the path to be constructed.
4. Where possible, cap and abandon all existing underground utilities within the TPZ in
place. Removal of utility boxes by hand is acceptable but no trenching should be
performed within the TPZ in an effort to remove utilities, irrigation lines, etc.
5. Tree(s) to be removed that have branches extending into the canopy of tree(s) to remain
must be removed by a qualified arborist and not by demolition or construction
contractors. The qualified arborist shall remove the tree in a manner that causes no
damage to the tree(s) and understory to remain. Stumps shall be ground below grade.
6. Any brush clearing required within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE shall be accomplished
with hand-operated equipment.
7. Any work within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE shall be approved and monitored by the
Consulting Arborist.
8. Prune trees to be preserved to provide adequate construction clearance and correct any
existing defects in structure. All pruning shall be completed by a Certified Arborist or
Tree Worker and adhere to the latest edition of the ANSI Z133 and A300 standards as
well as the Best Management Practices -- Tree Pruning published by the International
Society of Arboriculture.
9. All tree work shall comply with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act as well as California Fish
and Wildlife code 3503-3513 to not disturb nesting birds. To the extent feasible tree
pruning and removal should be scheduled outside of the breeding season. Breeding bird
surveys should be conducted prior to tree work. Qualified biologists should be involved in
establishing work buffers for active nests.
10. Apply and maintain 4-6” of wood chip mulch within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE.
Recommendations for tree protection during construction
1. Prior to beginning work, all contractors working in the vicinity of trees to be preserved are
required to meet with the Consulting Arborist at the site to review all work procedures,
access routes, storage areas and tree protection measures.
2. If injury should occur to any tree during construction, it should be evaluated as soon as
possible by the Consulting Arborist so that appropriate treatments can be applied.
3. Fences have been erected to protect trees to be preserved. Fences define a specific
TREE PROTECTION ZONE for each tree or group of trees. Fences are to remain until all site
work has been completed. Fences may not be relocated or removed without permission
of the Consulting Arborist.
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4. Construction trailers, traffic and storage areas must remain outside fenced areas at all
times.
5. Prior to grading, pad preparation, excavation for foundations/footings/walls, trenching,
trees may require root pruning outside the TREE PROTECTION ZONE by cutting all roots
cleanly to the depth of the excavation. Roots shall be cut by manually digging a trench
and cutting exposed roots with a saw, with a vibrating knife, rock saw, narrow trencher
with sharp blades, or other approved root pruning equipment. The Consulting Arborist will
identify where root pruning is required and monitor all root pruning activities.
6. All underground utilities, drain lines or irrigation lines shall be routed outside the TREE
PROTECTION ZONE. If lines must traverse through the protection area, they shall be
tunneled or bored under the tree as directed by the Consulting Arborist.
7. No materials, equipment, spoil, waste or wash-out water may be deposited, stored, or
parked within the TREE PROTECTION ZONE (fenced area).
8. Any additional tree pruning needed for clearance during construction must be performed
by a qualified arborist and not by construction personnel.
9. If temporary haul or access roads must pass over the root area of trees to be retained, a
road bed of 6” of mulch or gravel shall be created to protect the soil. The road bed
material shall be replenished as necessary to maintain a 6” depth.
Maintenance of impacted trees
Trees preserved at the 401 Taylor Blvd. site may experience a physical environment different
from that pre-development. As a result, tree health and structural stability should be monitored.
Occasional pruning, fertilization, mulch, pest management, replanting and irrigation may be
required.
HortScience, Inc.

John Leffingwell
Board Certified Master Arborist WE-3966B
Registered Consulting Arborist #442
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Exhibits
Tree Assessment Form
Tree Assessment Map

401 Taylor Blvd.

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

201

Southern magnolia

27

Yes

4

High

202

Southern magnolia

12

No

3

Low

203

Callery pear

10

No

2

Low

204
205
206

Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Raywood ash

50
33
11

Yes
Yes
No

5
4
3

High
Moderate
Low

207

London plane

27

Yes

5

High

208

Strawberry tree

15,9,7

No

3

Moderate

209

Strawberry tree

8,7,5,4,3

No

3

Moderate

210

Strawberry tree

14,8,6

No

4

Moderate

211

Strawberry tree

5,4,4

No

3

Moderate

212

Strawberry tree

4,4,3

No

3

Moderate

213

Coast redwood

46

Yes

3

Moderate

214

Coast redwood

40

Yes

4

Moderate

Multiple attachments at 6’; good form and
structure; W. stem turned up & is rubbing on 6”
branch; surface roots.
Multiple attachments at 8’; upright, narrow
form; moderate dieback.
Multiple attachments at 6’; leans E.; large trunk
wound from stem failure.
Good form and structure; minor dieback.
Crowded; one sided NW.; dieback.
Multiple attachments at 5’; leans SW.; starting
to fail at base.
Good form and structure; surface roots;
displacing curbs 2”.
Multiple attachments at base; leaning & one
sided NW.; basal wound & decay.
Multiple attachments at base; leaning & one
sided W.; moderate dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided E.;
minor dieback.
Multiple attachments at 1’; narrow form;
moderate dieback.
Multiple attachments at 1’; small crown;
dieback.
Crowded; one sided E.; sparse crown;
moderate dieback.
Crowded; one sided S.; dieback.
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401 Taylor Blvd.

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

215
216

Coast redwood
Coast redwood

40
15

Yes
No

4
3

Moderate
Low

217

Coast redwood

15

No

3

Low

218

Coast redwood

17,6,4

No

3

Low

219
220

London plane
London plane

16
18

No
Yes

4
5

High
High

221

Valley oak

43

Yes

4

Moderate

222
223

Apple
Coast live oak

4
33

No
Yes

3
4

Moderate
Moderate

224
225
226
227
228
229

Coast live oak
Sweetgum
Coast live oak
Coast live oak
Privet
Valley oak

18
14
21
12
6,6,3,3,3
23

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

3
4
3
3
3
3

Moderate
High
Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate

230
231
232

Privet
Cork oak
Coast live oak

7,7,6,6,4,4
30
22

No
Yes
Yes

3
4
3

Moderate
High
Moderate

Crowded; one sided W.; dieback.
Topped for overhead utilities; small, narrow
crown.
Topped for overhead utilities; small, narrow
crown.
Multiple attachments at base; topped for
overhead utilities; small, narrow crown.
Good form and structure; a little one sided W.
Multiple attachments at 6’; good form and
structure.
Multiple attachments at 10’; leans E.; pruned
N. for overhead utilities; long laterals.
Topped; small crown.
Multiple attachments at 7’; slight lean E.; fair
branch structure; long laterals; dieback.
Crowded; leans SW.; dieback.
A little one sided E.; upright form.
Crowded; leans N.; heavy lateral W.; dieback.
Suppressed; leans W.; small crown.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Codominant trunks at 5’; seam in attachment;
high crown bowed NW.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at 10’; high, spreading
Crowded; leaning & one sided E.; heavy
lateral; dieback.
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401 Taylor Blvd.

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

1=POOR

(in inches)

233
234
235
236
237

Privet
Holly oak
Coast live oak
Cork oak
Aleppo pine

238

CONDITION
5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

7,7,6,6,4,4l
7
7
28
28

No
No
No
Yes
Yes

3
3
3
4
3

Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate
Moderate

Sweetgum

14,12

No

3

Moderate

239

Crape myrtle

5,4,3

No

4

High

240

Crape myrtle

4,4,3

No

4

High

241

Crape myrtle

5,4,3

No

4

High

242

Crape myrtle

5,4,3

No

4

High

243

Crape myrtle

5,4,4

No

3

Moderate

244
245
246

Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle

6,5,4;4,3
5,5
4,3,3,2

No
No
No

4
4
3

High
High
Moderate

247

Crape myrtle

4,2,2,2

No

3

Moderate

248
249

Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle

7,3,3,3
6,5,5

No
No

4
4

High
High

Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Suppressed; strong lean W.
Suppressed; strong lean W.
Multiple attachments at 7’; crowded & one
Codominant trunks at 5’; wide attachment; N.
stem forms large heavy lateral.
Codominant trunks at 5’; narrow attachment w/
seam; upright form.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
row.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
row.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
row.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
row.
Multiple attachments at 3’; leans N.; part of
hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 2’; part of hedge row.
Codominant trunks at 2’; part of hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 2’; one sided N.; part of
hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 2’; one sided N.; part of
hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 2’; part of hedge row.
Multiple attachments at 3’; part of hedge row.
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Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

250
251

Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle

5,4,4,4,3,3
4,4,3,3

No
No

4
3

High
Moderate

252
253

Incense cedar
Incense cedar

12
19,18

No
Yes

3
3

Low
Moderate

254
255

Incense cedar
Toyon

14
6,6,4

No
No

2
3

Low
Moderate

256

Strawberry tree

6,6,4

No

3

Moderate

257
258
259
260
261
262

Coast live oak
Privet
Toyon
Toyon
Privet
Coast redwood

7
4,4,2
4
5
9,7,6,5,4
18,16,12,6

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

3
3
3
3
3
4

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

263
264

Coast redwood
Privet

32
9,8,8,6

Yes
No

4
3

Moderate
Moderate

265
265
267
268

Privet
Strawberry tree
Privet
Privet

8,6
6,6,4,3,3,3
6
9,8,6

No
No
No
No

3
3
3
3

Low
Moderate
Low
Low

Multiple attachments at 3’; part of hedge row.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided N.;
part of hedge row.
Sweeps N. from base; small crown; dieback.
Codominant trunks at 3’; upright form; twig
dieback.
Crowded; one sided SW.; dead top.
Group of 8; multiple attachments at base;
hedge row.
Group of 8; multiple attachments at base;
hedge row.
Suppressed; leans W.; small crown.
Multiple attachments at 3’; large shrub.
Small crown; part of hedge row.
Small crown; part of hedge row.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at base; upright form;
sparse crowns.
Upright form; sparse crowns.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided N.;
large shrub.
Upright form; moderate dieback; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at base; part of hedge
Upright form; moderate dieback; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at base; moderate
dieback; large shrub.
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Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

1=POOR

(in inches)

269

Calif. pepper

270
271
272

CONDITION
5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

38

Yes

3

Moderate

Valley oak
Valley oak
Privet

6
17
4,3,3

No
Yes
No

3
4
3

Moderate
Moderate
Low

273
274

Coast redwood
Privet

36
7,7,3

Yes
No

4
3

Moderate
Low

275

Privet

7,6,6,3

No

3

Low

276

Privet

7,4

No

3

Moderate

277

Privet

7,6,4

No

3

Low

278

Privet

9,8,6,6,4,4

No

3

Moderate

279

Valley oak

17,10

Yes

3

Low

280
281

Valley oak
Valley oak

18
23

Yes
Yes

3
4

Moderate
High

282

Privet

9,6

No

3

Low

283

Privet

11

No

3

Low

Multiple attachments at 5’; one sided E.; low
laterals SE. dead.; twig dieback.
Crowded; leans S.; small crown.
Crowded; one sided SE.; low branches pruned
Multiple attachments at base; one sided W.;
dieback.
Upright form; sparse crowns.
Multiple attachments at base; narrow form;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; suppressed;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided N.;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided W.;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; upright form;
dieback.
Codominant trunks at base; suppressed; crown
bowed S.
Codominant trunks at 10’; slight sweep W.
Codominant trunks at 5’ & 10’; good, upright
form.
Multiple attachments at 4’; one sided N.;
dieback.
Multiple attachments at 5’; very one sided N.;
dieback.
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Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

1=POOR

(in inches)

284
285
286

Italian stone pine
Coast redwood
Coast redwood

287
288

CONDITION
5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

8
35
25,19

No
Yes
Yes

3
4
4

Low
Moderate
Moderate

Valley oak
Valley oak

26
9

Yes
Yes

4
3

High
Low

289

Valley oak

19

Yes

4

Moderate

290
291
292
293
294
295

Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Almond
Valley oak
Strawberry tree

16,5
7
17
4,3,3,3,2
12
7,4,4

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

4
2
4
3
3
3

Moderate
Low
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Moderate

296
297

Valley oak
Coast live oak

8
15,12,9

No
Yes

3
3

Moderate
Moderate

298
299
300
301

Strawberry tree
Privet
Privet
Privet

5,4,4,3,3,2
5
6,4,4,3
9,7

No
No
No
No

3
3
2
2

Moderate
Low
Low
Moderate

302
303

Coast redwood
Coast redwood

31
26

Yes
Yes

2
3

Low
Moderate

Crowded; small crown; dead top.
Upright form; sparse crowns.
Codominant trunks at base; lost tops; sparse
crowns.
Codominant trunks at 5’; slightly one sided S.
Codominant trunks at 8’; poor form; one sided
N.
Codominant trunks at 5’ & 8’; narrow form; one
sided N.
Slight lean & one sided S.
Suppressed; dead top.
Codominant trunks at 5’; narrow form; one
Multiple attachments at base; leans SE.
Crowded; crook at 10’; crown bowed SE.
Multiple attachments at base; suppressed;
leans SW.
Crowded; crook at 10’; small crown; one sided
Multiple attachments at base; slight lean & one
sided E.
Multiple attachments at base; suppressed;
Crowded; one sided NE.; dieback.
Multiple attachments at 5’; extensive dieback.
Codominant trunks at q’; one sided NE.;
dieback.
Upright form; dead top.
Upright form; sparse crown; dieback.
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Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316

Coast redwood
Valley oak
Valley oak
Coast redwood
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Valley oak
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia
Southern magnolia

25
11
8
19,9
10
16
13
7
38
40
5,3
11
15

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

3
3
2
3
3
3
4
4
3
4
3
2
4

Low
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
High

317

Southern magnolia

13

No

3

Low

318
319
320
321
322
323
324

Strawberry tree
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Chinese pistache
Privet

5,6,4,4,4
31
38
32
18
5
11,11,9

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

4
4
4
4
4
5
3

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Moderate

325

Privet

8,6,5,5

No

3

Low

Crowded; one sided NW.; moderate dieback.
Crowded; upper crown bowed SE.
Small crown; poor form and structure.
Crowded; one sided S.; dieback.
Crowded; one sided SE.
Crowded; very one sided E.
Multiple attachments at 10’; slight lean S.
Crowded; slight lean W.
Upright form; sparse crown; dieback.
Upright form; sparse upper crown.
Crowded; part of headgear row.
Mostly dead; part of headgear row.
Multiple attachments at 8’; good form; twig
dieback.
Multiple attachments at 8’; upright form;
moderate dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrubs.
Crowded; one sided SE.; twig dieback.
Crowded; narrow form; twig dieback.
Crowded; one sided NE.; twig dieback.
Slightly one sided N.; twig dieback.
Good young tree.
Multiple attachments at 2’; one sided W.;
girdling roots; dieback.
Multiple attachments at 1’; very one sided N.;
girdling roots; dieback.
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Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

1=POOR

(in inches)

326

Privet

327
328

CONDITION
5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

13,10,10,8,8

No

3

Moderate

Chinese pistache
Callery pear

5
10,7,6,6

No
No

4
3

High
Moderate

329
330

Chinese pistache
Valley oak

5
37

No
Yes

4
3

High
Moderate

331

Coast live oak

16

Yes

4

Moderate

332
333

Coast redwood
Coast redwood

25
45

Yes
Yes

4
4

High
High

334
335
336
337

Chinese elm
Coast redwood
Toyon
Red maple

11,10,8,8,8,6.6
18
6,3,3,2
7

No
Yes
No
No

4
4
3
3

Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate

338
339
340

Coast redwood
Coast redwood
Coast redwood

33
16
37

Yes
No
Yes

4
3
3

High
Moderate
Moderate

341
342

Coast redwood
Deodar cedar

27
26

Yes
Yes

4
4

High
Moderate

Multiple attachments at 2’; one sided NE.;
girdling roots; dieback.
Good young tree; one sided S.
Multiple attachments at 2’; narrow
attachments; one sided W.
Good young tree; slight lean E.
Multiple attachments at 12’; leans N.; root
injuries S.; small cavity w/ decay N.; fair form
and structure.
Codominant trunks at 6’; one sided S.; lower
trunk damage; twig dieback.
Crowded; one sided S.; twig dieback.
Good form and structure; sparse upper crown;
twig dieback.
Multiple attachments at base; one sided SE.
Good young tree; one sided E.
Multiple attachments at base; large shrub.
Multiple attachments at 6’; topped at 12’; one
sided E.
Crowded; slightly one sided N.; twig dieback.
Crowded; narrow form; twig dieback.
Crowded; slightly one sided E.; sparse crown;
surface roots; dieback.
Crowded; one sided W.; twig dieback.
Codominant trunks in upper crown; one sided
W.; long laterals.
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TREE
No.

SPECIES

Pleasant Hill, California
December 2018

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

343

Japanese maple

10,8

No

3

Moderate

344

Japanese maple

9,6

No

3

Moderate

345

Japanese maple

8,7,6

No

3

Moderate

346
347

Japanese maple
Japanese maple

4
9,4

No
No

2
3

Low
Moderate

348
349
350

Portugal laurel
Portugal laurel
Sweetgum

8,5
8,5,5
15

No
No
No

4
4
3

Moderate
Moderate
Low

351

Sweetgum

18

Yes

3

Moderate

352

Sweetgum

16

No

3

Moderate

353

Sweetgum

17

No

3

Moderate

354
355

Flowering cherry
Grapefruit

7,6,5,5
5,4,4,3

No
No

1
3

Low
Moderate

356

Grapefruit

5,5,4,3

No

3

Moderate

357

Privet

11,10,8,6,6,4

No

3

Low

Codominant trunks at 4’; 8” stem dead; one
sided E. away from bldg.
Codominant trunks at 2’; one sided E. away
from bldg.
Codominant trunks at 1’ & 3’; topped; very
close to bldg.
Suppressed; leans E.
Codominant trunks at 1’ & 6’; very close to
bldg.; one sided E.
Very close to bldg.; one sided N.
Very close to bldg.; one sided N.
Multiple attachments at 12’; topped; history of
branch failures.
Topped; history of branch failures; decayed
branch stub N.
Multiple attachments at 15’; topped; history of
branch failures; branch stub N.
Multiple attachments at 7’; topped; one sided
NW.
Topped at 8’; mostly dead.
Multiple attachments at base; moderate
dieback; chlorosis.
Multiple attachments at base; moderate
dieback; chlorosis.
Multiple attachments at base; embedded metal
strap; one sided NW.; dieback.
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December 2018

Tree Assessment
TREE
No.

SPECIES

SIZE
DIAMETER

PROTECTED

CONDITION
1=POOR

(in inches)

5=EXCELLENT

SUITABILITY
COMMENTS
FOR
PRESERVATION

358

Mexican fan palm

22

Yes

5

High

359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366

Apple
Apple
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Crape myrtle
Southern magnolia

7,6
9,8
6
10
5
11
5
10

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

3
3
5
5
5
5
4
4

Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
Moderate

367

Crape myrtle

6

No

4

High

Good form and structure; slight lean SE.; 25’ of
brown trunk.
Codominant trunks at base; topped; dieback.
Codominant trunks at base; topped; dieback.
Multiple attachments at 6’; good form.
Multiple attachments at 5’; good form.
Multiple attachments at 6’; good form.
Multiple attachments at 6’; good form.
Codominant trunks at 7’; narrow form.
Multiple attachments at 6’; narrow form;
moderate dieback.
Codominant trunks at 6’; one sided E.
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